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Because this is Albertville, the 
site of the 1992 Winter Olympics, 
where a million visitors are 
expected to make over 200,000 
local and long distance calls a day. 

Since 1987, France Telecom has 
been helping Albertville prepare 
for this premier event by providing 
a world class telecommunications 
system-everything from pay 
phones to the latest in high 
definition television transmission. 

For example, we've installed a 
digital network that connects all 
13 Olympic sites, satellite links 
for 24-hour worldwide broadcast 
of the events, 600 multilingual 
press terminals, videotex and 
facsimile facilities, ISDN stations 
for multi-channel transmission, 
and more. 

We can put our capabilities 
to work for your business, too, 
with practical, affordable, cus
tomized solutions that will bring 
the world closer. 

For more information, please 
write us at France Telecom, 
1270 Avenue of the Americas, 
New York, NY 10020, or call 
212-977-8630. 
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Letter From 
The Editor 

I e 1992 single market will actually 
begin on January 1, 1993. However, one year ahead of the actual date 
is an appropriate time to take an in-depth look at how the European 
Community arrived at this historic moment to establish a barrier-free 
internal market. 

Axel Krause, the veteran International Herald Tribune reporter and 
author of a new book entitled Inside the New Europe, provides profiles 

of 10 people who were instrumental in helping shape "1992." 
Richard Longworth, who has been The Chicago Tribune 

European bureau chief for the past decade, writes about the 
road to 1992 and the long, difficult trip it's been over the past 
20 years. 

And Lord Cockfield, who is considered the architect of 1992, 
gives our readers a behind-the-scenes glimpse at how the 
single market was actually conceived and brought to fruition. 
Lord Cockfield, in an exclusive Europe interview, lays out the 
details, troubles, and final triumph of the White Paper that led 
to 1992. 

The 1992 Winter Olympics begin in February in Albertville, 
France. Europe provides an overview of the Winter Games, in

cluding an exclusive interview with Jean-Claude Killy. Killy describes 
how Albertville won the 1992 Games and gives our readers an inside 
look at the various Olympic events. Europe also looks at the corporate 
sponsors of the Winter Olympics and what they are doing to help the 
1992 Games be successful. We present a travel guide to the Savoy re
gion for our readers who will be attending the Winter Olympics. 

Our Member Country Report focuses on France. Reginald Dale of 
the International Herald Tribune analyzes the current French pessi
mism. He explains that, although the country is doing well economi
cally, the French are struggling to define their political role in Europe's 
future. 

Inside Europe is our special new newsletter that will appear every 
month in the magazine. Inside Europe will provide up-to-date and timely 
business and economic information, dealing with the single market. 
Our premier issue of Inside Europe analyzes the historic Maastricht 
summit and explains what a single currency will mean for American 
business in the new Europe. 
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The World's Rendezvous with Europe 
The IHT is now inviting concerned international 

companies to sponsor its highly-regarded 1992 series, which will begin 
its 5th year in 1992 with seven new sections. 

Past sponsors of this series have included: 
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CHAMPS ELYSEES HOSTS : 
OLYMPIC PARADE-Paris par- : 
tially overcame its disappointment : 
at its failed bid for the 1992 Sum- : 
mer Olympics by staging a lavish : 
welcome for Albertville 's Winter : 
Olympic Games. 

The Olympic flame , flown from 
Greece aboard a Concorde super- : 
sonic airliner, was paraded up the : 
Champs Elysees amid fi reworks : 
with 10 ,000 costumed young : 
people taking part in the $3-mil- : 
lion pageant. . 

The flame then began its tour : 
through France carried in turn by : 
5,000 runners, each running one : 
kilometer, to Albertville for the 
February 8 opening ceremonies. 

Olympic organizers say prepa
rations in and around Albertville 
are on schedule and that 75 per- : 
cent of the 800,000 event tic~ets : 
have already been sold . 

World's Worst 
Postcard 

• 
A dreary view of high-rise build
ings and buses in the town center 
of Redditch, England, has been 
judged by a panel of experts to 
be the world's worst postcard. 
"It's a dreadfully dull subject," 
Martin Parr, one of the judges, 
said. "It's surprising the photog
rapher did as well as he did 
considering what he was up 
against." 

Other finalists included, "Cas
sava Bread Baking on Roof of 
Amerindian Hut in Rupununi" 
and "View of the Gasworks from 
Addington Street Toilets in 
Leeds." 

The competition was designed 
by local councilors in the indus
trial town ofWigan, England 
(perhaps the English equivalent 
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Mafia Foiled 
By the Fax 

• 
What helped Italian police arrest 
Mafia boss Cosimo Moschera on 
charges of extortion against 
shopkeepers? Just the fax. 

Moschera was caught red
handed after sending threatening 

ofNewark, New Jersey), to find 
boring places to make their own 
town look more interesting by 
comparison. First prize for the 
owner of the winning postcard: a 
weekend in Wigan. 

MPsDebate 
lnsult Etiquette 

• 
Members of the British Parlia

ment can get pretty unruly, but 
they must always be sure to 
couch their insults in the correct 
language. 

So when Labor Party leader 
Neil Kinnock called a Conserva
tive member a "jerk" during a 
debate on European integration, 
it drew howls of outrage from 
"honorable members." 

Many members of the British 

faxes to his victims from a hotel 
in Sardinia. Moschera had been 
exiled there after his release from 
prison. 

Knowing that police would 
tap his telephone, he resorted to 
the fax to continue his operation. 
What Moschera did not notice 
was that every fax had the hotel 
telephone number at the top . 

Parliament stiffened to attention 
in their leather benches and 
reached for their guides to 
proper parliamentary behavior. 

Even Speaker Bernard 
W eatherill, who often acts as a 
referee in the confrontational 
debates, betrayed uncertainty. 
"I am not sure whether 'jerk' is 
an entirely parliamentary expres
sion," he said. 

W eatherill explained the next 
day that a list of"unparliamenta
ry expressions," which used to 
serve as a guide, had been 
discarded "because many of 
these expressions such as 'cheeky 
young pup' are no longer 
offensive." 

To laughter, he admitted that 
he had not known what "jerk" 
meant but had read in a newspa
per that it meant "a useless 
person," but conveys a "horny 

EDDIE THE EAGLE DENIED 
OLYMPIC BID 

• 
British ski jumper Eddie "The 
Eagle" Edwards will appar
ently not get a second chance 
to fly in Olympic competition. 

The bespectacled former 
plasterer, who became an un
likely celebrity after finishing 
last at the 1988 Calgary Win
ter Olympics, will probably be 
shut out of the 1992 Albertville 
Games. 

British officials refused to 
put the 27-year-old Edwards' 
name forward because he did 
not meet their qualifying stan
dards and because he took a 
two-year break from the sport. 

A disappointed Edwards ad
mitted he took two years off 
the slopes but says that he 
kept in shape by lying in a 
darkened room dreaming he 
was flying through the air . 
"It is a dreadful state of affairs 
when a person who is the best 
in his country cannot compete 
in the Olympics, " he said. 

Edwards, who is Britain's 
only competing ski jumper, 
recently achieved his per
sonal-best jump in lnnsbruck, 
Austria . However, his greatest 
jump did not count because he 
landed on his face rather than 
his skis. 

head" and a "chub-like fish." 
To prevent the often uproari

ous chamber from descending 
even further into a zoo-like 
atmosphere, past speakers have 
ruled out animal terms for use 
as insults. 
-Compiled by Oscar Avila 



Schwab wrote the book on how 
to find a Financial Advisor. 

Member SIPC/New York Stock Exchange, Inc. © 1992 Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. All Rights Reserved 

As your capital multiplies, so does 
the time and skill it takes to invest. 

If you're like many investors, you 
might prefer professional guidance. 
At Schwab, we recommend getting 
objective advice that's free of sales 
pressure. So we wrote this book to 
help you find an expert-one who's 
concerned with your best interests. 

The Charles Schwab Guide to 
Selecting a Financial Advisor gives 
you the information you need to single 
out which advisor feels right to you. 

Here are the key questions to ask. 
Plus a few tips to help you assess 
whether their style and strategies 
are compatible with your financial 

goals. 
This guide also includes a directory 

with addresses, phone numbers and 
stated investment philosophies of over 
330 advisors. 

If you'd appreciate help managing 
your money, call now for your free copy 
of the new, expanded edition of The 
Charles Schwab Guide to Selecting 
a Financial Advisor. 
*Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. does not endorse or 
recommend any particular advisor. None of these Financial 
Advisors are employed by Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. 

Call now, toll-free: 

800-845-5555 

Charles Schwab 
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What a Long, Difficult Trip It' sBeen 

here was a period in the 1970s, vividly etched in the memories of all who 
dealt with the E. C., of all-night meetings, endless negotiations, frustration, 
and anger, all of which produced nothing. Or so it seemed. 

This was the era of "Euroschlerosis," of "Europessimism." To many, in
side and outside the E. C., it appeared the European dream had come to an 
awkward halt, halfway between promise and performance, like a teenager 
seized with arrested development. A sort of common market existed, and 
worked pretty well. But a European Union as prescribed prematurely by 
the 1972 Paris summit meeting? Forget it. 

I have just returned to the United States after covering the Community 
for 20 years, off and on. When I think back on the changes of those two 
decades, I find myself recalling the bad times as much as the good, the 
toilers who kept the flame alive in the 1970s, and the stars who fanned the 
blaze of astonishing creativity in the 1980s. The lesson these later leaders
the Delors generation-drew from the 1970s was that the Community must 
grow or wither. I prefer to draw a different moral: The 1970s involved deep
ening, not decay. 

I recall a Council meeting in Luxembourg in late 1972, when it was al
ready obvious that the goals of that Paris summit-to reach specified lev
els of political, economic, and monetary union by 1980-would not be 
reached. Instead, the nine E.C. members had fallen into "stag-flation," a 
mixture of inflation and unemployment. Most were ruled at home by weak, 
coalition Governments and lacked the strength and courage to work deci
sively together. At this meeting, the Finance and Foreign Ministers had 
been asked by the Commission to take some firm anti-inflationary action. 
As often happened in those days, they failed. As the meeting ended, Sicco 
Mansholt, the towering Dutch farmer who was briefly President of the 
Commission, came storming down the stairs, spewing frustration and vir
tually writing the E. C. off as a failure. 

In no mood to disagree, I went off to do some walking in the Ardennes 
forests of northern Luxembourg, along the German border. That border is 
the old Siegfried Line, where the famous Battle of the Bulge began, but foot-

BY RICHARD C. LONGWORTH 



bridges had been built since then across the River Our. I crossed 
one and found a small sign at the other end, half-hidden in the 
brush, announcing that I had entered the Federal Republic of 
Germany. No gate. No barbed wire. No customs guard. No pass
port check. Here was a frontier, once bloody, between a one-time 
aggressor and its victim, now so peaceful that the U.S.-Canadian 
border bristled by comparison. 

This was the whole point to the Community, to make com
merce between its 
members so thorough, 
so routine, that a new 
war was unthinkable. In 
the Europessimism of 
the 1970s, it was easy to 
forget that this aim had 
already been accom
plished and was grow
ing deeper by the day. 

It was popular then to 
denigrate the idea of a 
United States of Eu
rope. Magazines pro
claimed that Europe 
was falling apart and 
young people professed 
to care nothing for their 
Continent. Yet these 
same youngsters spoke 
three languages and 
traipsed from country to country in pursuit of work, pleasure, or 
each other. This was years before Schengen (an agreement to 
do away with border controls), but it already was possible to 
drive between the northern European countries without slowing 
down. The Commission fumed and the Council dithered, but the 
European Court was building case law. European companies 
remained fixed on their own national markets, but foreign com
panies, especially the Americans, were already treating Europe 
as a single market. 

Habits, in short, had been formed and were taking root. 
Nationalism in Western Europe had not disappeared, Lord 
knows. But by focusing first on business and trade, the E.C. had 
done something unique in Europe; it had created enough of ev
erything to go around, removing the need for Western Europe's 
hostile tribes to go to war. By the 1970s, a cry for lebensraum 
made no sense. 

There was more to this than the work of Jean Monnet or the 
other giants of the E.C.'s birth, such as Robert Schuman or 
Alcide de Gasperi, or Paul-Henri Spaak. There were men, like 
Mansholt, who kept pushing when pushing wasn't fashionable. 
Or Altiero Spinelli, the Italian ex-communist, who believed in Eu
ropean unity and even drew up an outline for it, when such unity 
was no more than a pipe dream: Spinelli's outline was not that 
different from the 1992 project. 

Or Michael Emerson, now the E. C.'s ambassador in Moscow 
after years as one of the Berlaymont's leading economic think
ers, well-respected among economists but unknown to the pub
lic at large. It was Emerson who dreamed up the European Mon
etary System (EMS) and sold it to his boss, then E.C. President 
Roy Jenkins, who in turn sold it to Helmut Schmidt and Valery 
Giscard d'Estaing. Without the EMS, which was born in 1979, 
there would have been no outline for economic and monetary 

union today. 
Monnet talked about creating an edifice by putting one brick 

on top of another; surely another metaphor is that of the long-dis
tance marcher, putting one foot in front of another, with no fin
ish line in sight. The late 1980s have been truly thrilling, the spec
tacular flowering of ideas whose time has come, but the ground 
was prepared years ago. 

Lord Cockfield, who drew up the single market plan, is a 
throwback to the spe
cies of the 1970s, a 
man like Spinelli or 
Mansholt who be
lieved that the sources 
for revolutions are in 
the details. From the 
start, the E.C. has 
been nurtured by this 
type of person, one 
who gets down to the 
nitty gritty, rather 
than by flashy national 
politicians. What a 
strange and varied 
cast of characters it 
has been-a French 
brandy salesman, a 
Dutch farmer, an Ital
ian ex-communist, a 
British aristocrat! 

Could a gaggle of lawyers have done as well? 
Considering what has happened in Europe since 1989, this 

new drive toward unity seems divinely inspired. Is there such a 
thing as historical foreknowledge that drives statesmen to cre
ate institutions before the need for them has even appeared? 
Already, the 1992 project has strengthened a united Germany's 
ties with the West. Erasing the barriers to the movement of 
money and people between E.C. countries will increase this 
flow to and from the newly freed nations of Eastern Europe
as soon as the E.C. nations decide to lower the external barri
ers to these countries. 

This decision, postponed so far, is inevitable, if only because 
the E. C. has to offer precisely what the Eastern Europeans need. 
Not consumer goods, per se, modern technology, efficient bank
ing, or the other things that the West has and the East doesn't. 
It is the kind of general, overall prosperity-the realization that 
there is, at last, enough to go around-that is the key to the so
lution of the nationalism problem of Eastern Europe. 

Right now, nationalism threatens to rip Eastern Europe apart, 
as it is already rendi~g Yugoslavia. It is born of historical griev
ances but feeds on poverty. When poverty ends, when prosper
ity stops being a zero-sum game, then nationalist hatreds will 
fade into the background, as they have in the West. It is not nec
essary to love one's neighbors. But it is necessary to understand 
that they are more valuable as customers than as targets. 

This is the greatest lesson of the European Community, and 
why it has changed forever the history of Europe. Perhaps the 
Nobel Peace Prize people in Oslo will one day take notice. E 

Richard C. Longworth has been a contributing editor for Europe for the past de
cade. Longworth, previously the Chicago Tribune's European bureau chief in Lon
don. has now returned to Chicago where he writes on international economics. 
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Ten Leaders Who Helped Move Europe 
to 1992 

etennined, dedicated men and women have helped make Western 
Europe a more powerful and, above all, a united force in world af
fairs. Some are virtually unknown outside Europe, yet their 
combined influence has been enormous. They are political and 
business leaders who, in the view of a wide range of historians and 
observers, rank highest among the many who have worked to 
make the 1990s what many call "the Decade of Europe." 
They were not chosen at random, for they have much 
in common. 

With the exception of Jean Monnet of 
France, the Community's spiritual father who 
died in 1979, they know each other or of 
each other's role and achievements; many 
meet-sometimes only casually at informal 
gatherings throughout the world-and some 
work together in governmental bodies or interna
tional business associations. Each has shared a 
common visionary goal: to establish a prosperous, 
stable, and more open single market by strengthening 
Europe's economy and institutions. 

JEAN MONNET 
If one person is to be credited with setting the course for the peaceful uni
fication of the New Europe, it surely would be Jean Monnet, a slightly 
built, balding, mustached Frenchman. From 1943 onward, Monnet, then 

BY AXEL KRAUSE 

JEAN 
MONNET 



an official in the exiled French liberation movement, was con
vinced that Western Europe needed to undertake concrete plans 
and programs to avoid future armed conflicts on the Continent. 
In a message to General Charles de Gaulle that year, he urged 
the establishment of a European "federation," or some form of 
"European entity, encompassing a common economic unit." 

In Paris, nearly a quarter of a century later, as French Foreign 
Minister Robert Schumann unveiled the plan establishing the 
European Coal and Steel Community (Ecsc), Monnet was 
prominently seated to his immediate right for a good rea-
son: The man who had never attended a French uni
versity or a grande ecole, and who began work-
ing in his father's cognac business after 
graduating from high school, was the 
main architect of what gradually 
evolved into the European Com- ~ 
munity. The Ecsc contained the ba- '%. 
sic structure of a federal European 
Government: the High Authority, the 
executive branch headed by Monnet, a 
governmental Council of Ministers, a 
Common Assembly representing national 
Parliaments, and a Court of Justice. 

Monnet's dream became reality during glit
tering ceremonies in Rome on March 25, 1957, 
with the signing of the treaty establishing 
the Community, even though three years WISSE 

1. d. . d . h E ' b.l. DEKKER ear ter, tsappomte w1t urope sa 11ty to 
forge a common security policy, he had resigned his ECSC post. 
Determined, tenacious, a brilliant administrator, but modest and 
low-key, Monnet continued to lobby for a federal Europe for 
years afterward, amid increasingly strained, embittered rela
tions with de Gaulle. One of Monnet's lesser known achieve
ments was laying the groundwork for the evolution of Brussels 
into the Washington, D.C., of Europe. More than four decades 
ago, as the Ecsc was being established in Luxembourg, he urged 
that future E. C. institutions be grouped in "a federal district of 
the future," although he avoided mentioning Brussels in public 
for fear of antagonizing Paris and competing cities. 

JACQUES DELORS 

Shortly after moving into his spacious office on the 13th floor of 
the Berlaymont building in Brussels in early 1985, Delors 
quipped that as E.C. Commission President he had no real 
power, not even in picking his fellow Commissioners and that to 
make them work as a team, he would need to be a psychiatrist. 
"I am Freud," he said. Within five years, he was being described 
as "Monsieur Europe." The term fits the man born in 1925 in a 
tough, run-down, lower-class neighborhood of Paris, the only 
son of a minor bank employee at the Bank of France. Like 
Monnet, he is a self-made man who studied at night and is driven 
by a similar vision of Europe. 

Although Delors would never have succeeded without the 
active support of German Chancellor Helmut Kohl, France's 
Fran<;ois Mitterrand and, surprisingly, U.S. President George 
Bush, he has reactivated and personified a stronger, more united 
Europe throughout the world. By skillful lobbying and winning 

the confidence of the business community for 1992, he contrib
uted heavily to touching off a multi-billion-dollar wave of private 
investment within the E. C.; authored the E. C.'s bold plan for eco
nomic and monetary union; and edged the Community into areas 
previously off-limits, such as environmental protection, employer
worker relations, security, and foreign policy. 

The mixture of his deep Roman Catholicism and a commit
ment to trade unionism and social justice are fundamental to un

derstanding Delors' behavior. 

WISSE DEKKER 

Three days before Delors announced the 1992 program in 
a major speech to the European Parliament early in 1985, 

a Dutchman who heads Europe's largest electronics 
company, delivered a similar speech but to a smaller 

audience in Brussels. Dekker, chairman of Philips, 
was making a first, precedent-shaking appeal for 

support by the E. C. business community for what 
lay ahead, and the title of his speech was "Eu

rope 1990-An Agenda for Action." Although 
the deadlines differed, Dekker's plan re

sembled the 1992 program, which was actu
ally drafted by Lord Cockfield. It was aimed 

at revitalizing E. C. industry to battle 1 apan and the 
United States for dominance in high technology. 

Dekker was not alone. 
As incoming president of the European Roundtable of Indus

trialists, Dekker was providing the world its first glimpse of a new 
alliance. Although never subject to a written agreement, it 
brought together the E. C.'s business and banking establishment 
with Europe's political elite, including heads of governments, 
political parties, and the E.C. Commission. As Dekker explains 
it, ''We knew what had to be done from our side, namely getting 
business behind Delors, so we moved together for a very good 
reason: The 1992 plan was good for European business." 

Born in 1924 in Eindhoven, the Philips headquarters town, son 
of an employee who repaired cars for one of the company 
founders, Dekker started with Philips in 1948 in Indonesia and 
never worked for another company. What Dekker fears most is 
that Philips and other E. C. companies, such as Thomson, could 
suffer in the wake of intense 1 apanese and American competition, 
particularly in the field of consumer electronics. Thus, actively 
supporting Delors, 1992, and cooperative E.C. research pro
grams became Philips-and Roundtable-policy. In September 
1991, speaking as head of the Roundtable, Dekker urged E. C. 
leaders to accelerate integration and enlarge the Community to 
19 members by the end of the century. 

FRANCOIS MITTERRAND 
Since the 1990s, the eloquent, intriguing, French socialist leader 
has been in the forefront of those building a new, more powerful 
Community. Delors, whose relations with Mitterrand have never 
been easy, tells friends the French leader has rarely let him down 
on supporting E.C. initiatives. 

Now, after a decade in office and approaching 76 years of age, 
Mitterrand's popularity at home has slipped badly, amid harsh at
tacks on his program by conservative French opposition leaders 
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who rarely, if ever, mention his European accomplishments. 
These range from having launched joint E.C. cooperative re
search programs, notably Eureka, to prodding his fellow Eu
ropean leaders to support Third World aid and a greater role 
for workers in emerging community social legislation. 

Working in tandem with Kohl, Mitterrand provided the im
petus for drafting the agreements on political union that were 
submitted for agreement at the December E. C. summit meet
ing in Maastricht. Indeed, like his predecessors going back to 
de Gaulle, Mitterrand can take credit for having built heavily 
on the French-German alliance-"the locomotive driving Eu
rope" -that now extends into culture, tourism, invest
ments, trade, and the embryo of a European army. 

HELMUT KOHL 
Chancellor of Germany since 1982, 
and an early, enthusiastic sup
porter of Delors, Kohl also has 
been instrumental in forging 
stronger European ties with Britain's 
Prime Minister John Major. Both lead
ers, grew up in the aftermath of World 
War II; Kohl was 15 when the war ended. 
But actively promoting German unifica
tion-against heavy odds and wide skepti
cism-remains his outstanding achievement. 
Time magazine noted that, consequently, Kohl 
"will never be underestimated again." 
As a somewhat folksy, professional poli- ~~:~SON 
tician and a Christian Democrat since 
entering politics, Kohl has hammered away repeatedly at a ma
jor theme: "I am convinced that overcoming the division of 
Germany will be a gain not only for the Germans, but for all 
Europeans, and will decisively assist European unification," he 
insists. 

Indeed, Kohl and his wily, tenacious, outspoken Foreign 
Minister, Hans-Dietrich Genscher, have been in the forefront 
of leading the Community into building ties with Eastern Eu
rope and the Soviet Union. German business and banking in
terests have strongly supported this thrust eastward, even as 
Kohl and Genscher have urged France and other E.C. coun
tries to follow their lead. During a French television interview 
in late November, Kohl urged "anyone afraid of the Germans 
to join in building a firm roof over this Germany, over this 
Europe." Nevertheless, many observers firmly believe Ger
many-with or without Kohl-will assume enhanced powers 
as the Community widens and deepens. 

CARLO DE BENEDETTI 

Examples abound in Europe of a new breed of youthful, 
dynamic business leaders. But if one had to single out who 
best reflects American-style boldness, agility, toughness, and 
imagination, it would be Carlo De Benedetti of Italy. Although 
he considers himself something of a rival to Giovanni Agnelli, 
the urbane, patrician, fun-loving head of the giant Fiat group
De Benedetti often appears to be someone alone, driven by 
some unknown force, on the run, but dynamic and, above all, 
creative. Once asked what for him was the ideal life, he replied: 
''Working in America. Sleeping in Italy." 

In May 1980, De Benedetti completed a turnaround of his belea
guered company Olivetti, which once had been the world's most 
prestigious maker of elegantly designed typewriters, mechanical 
calculators, and office furniture. He succeeded in restoring Olivetti's 
profits and, over the next 10 years, began actively building a larger, 
diversified European financial and business empire. That effort 
reached its height in early 1988 when he launched the biggest, most 
spectacular, and what was to become the fiercest, corporate take
over battle in Europe's postwar history. The target was Belgium's 
powerful but ailing Societe Generate de Belgique. 

What became known as the Battle of Belgium-because the 
"\ group controls about one-third of the national economy-was also 
~ % viewed by E. C. planners as the shining example of how corpo-

\ rate Europe would work in the 1990s. However De Benedetti 
~ and his agile French associate, Alain Mine, completely mis

judged the power of Belgium's political and business elite 
who counterattacked, resulting in De Benedetti losing the 

battle for control. But he succeeded in triggering a full
scale streamlining of the Belgian group. Chastened, 

he returned to rebuilding Olivetti, now Western 
Europe's largest maker of personal computers and 

electronic office equipment. 
De Benedetti, who was among the first lead

ers to urge a "Marshall Plan for Eastern Eu
rope," continues to believe that privatization in 

former communist countries should be accelerated, 
but he is not disturbed by his critics. "I am not always suc-

cessful," he once said, "but I exist." 

JEAN PIERSON 

Many outside the business community are familiar with Airbus 
Industrie, the highly successful French-led consortium of Western 
European aerospace companies. Since its founding in 1970, it has 
become the world's number two manufacturer of wide-body jet air
craft, after Boeing. 

Very few, however, have ever heard of Jean Pierson, the hard
driving managing director, who has played a key role in placing 
Western Europe's aircraft industry into a leading position. The lat
est Airbus jet, the A-340, a long-range, four-engine aircraft, first flew 
in October and is the biggest commercial aircraft ever mass-pro
duced by Europe's industry. 

Airbus has been under steady attack by the Bush Administration 
for relying on Government subsidies. The attacks, however, do not 
bother Pierson. ''We fight hard for our markets, and we are profit
able, although, unlike Boeing and McDonnell Douglas, our share
holders are Europe's leading aircraft companies," says Pierson, 
who has spent his entire career in the industry following gradua
tion from France's prestigious National Institute for Aeronautical 
and Space Engineering. Based in Toulouse in southwestern 
France, Airbus Industrie provides jobs for some 50,000 skilled 
workers in Europe through a complex production system: British 
Aerospace builds the wings in Britain, for example, Deutsche Aero
space builds most of the fuselage sections in Germany, while 
France's Aerospatiale makes the cockpit and the wingbox, and is 
responsible for final assembly. 

Although Airbus is not directly related to and, in fact, predates 
1992, it resembles Arianespace, Europe's 11-nation consortium, 
which, since its startup in 1980, has captured 55 percent of the 
world's market for commercial satellites. 
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MARGARET THATCHER 

Several years ago, as the Reagan Administration was heating up 
its attack on Airbus and other European government-backed pro
grams, senior U.S. trade officials made the mistake of first calling 
on Britain's Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher, believing she 
would be most sympathetic to their cause. She bluntly reminded 
them that British Aerospace was a 20 percent shareholder in Air
bus Industrie, that thousands of British workers were involved, 
and that Airbus also meant a solid, competitive choice for the 
world's airlines and would continue to get her support. 

Is Thatcher anti-European? In her famous speech in 
Bruges, Belgium, on September 20, 1988, she elo
quently defended nationhood and British in
stitutions, including the monarchy, 
warning that the E.C. unity move
ment might create "some sort of 
identikit European personality." 
Since becoming Prime Minister in 
1979 until her resignation 11 years later, 
Thatcher, above all, fought what she calls 
"federation by stealth," meaning expanded 
powers for E.C. institutions, primarily the 
Commission and the European Parliament. In
deed, she was also responding in Bruges to 
Delors' provocative prediction made two months 
earlier-that within 10 years, "80 percent of eco
nomic legislation and perhaps social and tax legisla
tion will be of Community origin." 

Often overlooked is that, like her successor, John Major, 
Thatcher actively supported many European initiatives and pro
grams, that she considered "practical." These included Airbus, 
the Channel Tunnel, transportation deregulation, cooperating 
with E.C. partners in the fight against drugs, crime, and terror
ism, quickly facilitating E.C. membership for Eastern European 
countries, accelerating reforms of the Common Agricultural 
Policy, and, most important, keeping E.C. markets open. "It 
should be our aim to make Europe by the year 2000 a model of 
what free trade and open markets can achieve," she says, em
phasizing that the single market program "will take us a major 
step toward that" goal. Indeed, Britain, under her leadership, 
has played a crucial, participating role in building the New Eu
rope. Asked what she had accomplished in Bruges, Thatcher re
plied: "[I made] people think." 

GEORGE BusH 

On a bright day in May 1989, flanked by Mitterrand, President 
Bush was about to reverse the U.S. Government's approach to the 
Community, which, under the Reagan Administration, had been 
marked by skepticism. Addressing the graduates of Boston Uni
versity, Bush declared that the United States "welcomes the emer
gence of Europe as a partner in world leadership," and stands 
ready to develop with the E. C. "new mechanisms of consultation 
and cooperation on global issues." In the strongest terms yet ut
tered by a U.S. leader about 1992 and E.C. political union, Bush 
added that "we believe a strong, united Europe means a strong 
America .... " 

Official U.S. support for E.C. programs and Delors, whose rela
tions with the previous Administration were often cold and 
strained, helped revive support for the E. C.'s role in foreign policy. 

Bush, however, deserves much of the credit, along with his 
former National Security Council adviser now teaching at 
Harvard University, Robert D. Blackwill. One major result was 
the establishment of twice-yearly summits between top E. C. and 
Administration leaders. The most recent, held in The Hague on 
November 9, 1991, covered not only trade issues, but Yugosla
via, Central Europe, the Soviet Union, and the Middle East. 
'Thanks to Bush, we now talk more and more as equals," said 
an E.C. Commission official. 

This is not to say that Washington is delighted with the way 
ETIENNE things are going in the Community. Bush's ad
DAVIGNON visers remind him of what they allege are un-

fair, continuing subsidies hurting American 
business interests, and an emerging E.C. military policy 

that will weaken NATO and American interests. 
And yet, once again overruling some of his advis

ers, Bush told Europeans in the Dutch capital that 
he welcomed the E. C.'s drive toward a single mar

ket, political union, and revival of the Western Eu
ropean Union, the nine-nation body ofE.C. mem

bers that is expected to provide the embryo of 
a new E. C. defense organization. 

EnENNE DAVIGNO N 

A pipe-smoking Belgian viscount and one of the 
country's few internationally known leaders, Etienne 

Davignon is fond of boasting that he has been a "militant" sup
porter of the E.C. since the age of 18. As the son of an ambassa
dor and grandson of one of Belgium's most prominent Foreign 
Ministers, Davignon has been working for a stronger Europe 
ever since, often against overwhelming odds. 

Starting in 1977, amid widespread "Europessimism" and 
"Eurosclerosis," Davignon, as E.C. Commissioner for industry, 
launched both the support and financing of E. C.-wide industrial 
and technological cooperation, along with mutual recognition of 
standards and the Community's pre-competitive research pro
gram, Esprit. As the Commission's most prominent member 
unti11984, he also was the architect of the E. C. plan for restruc
turing Europe's ailing steel industry. Many of his ideas and 
plans were later incorporated into 1992. 

Born in Budapest, Davignon was second in command at 
Societe Generale de Belgique when De Benedetti launched his 
spectacular takeover bid. Although the Italian financier thought 
he could count on his longtime Belgian colleague and fellow 
member of the European Roundtable for support, Davignon 
joined the opposing camp led by the French Suez group. Partly 
as a result, Davignon wound up as chairman and launched the 
reforms De Benedetti always insisted were indispensable. 

He recently joined the Japanese-controlled ICLcomputer com
pany in Britain as an adviser. His response to criticism that the 
move was in direct conflict with his lifelong commitment to 
Europe: 'There still is no official definition of what constitutes 
a 'European Company'," adding that Japanese partnerships can 
strengthen E.C. industry. "Ignoring the reality of Japan is to 
play ostrich." E 

Axel Krause is the corporate editor of the International Herald Tribune and the 
author of Inside the New Europe . 
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The Chief Architect of 1992 

Lord Cocldield 
ord Cockfield, considered the 
father and chief architect of the 
1992 single market, spoke with 
Europe's Editor-in-Chief Rob
ert]. Guttman about the back
ground of the 1992 single mar

ket. Lord Cockfield, a former Vice-President 
of the E. C. Commission and presently a se
nior consultant in London to KPMG Peat 
Marwick, drafted the nowfamous White Pa
per, which outlined the program for creat
ing a single E. C. market by 1992. 

Could you give a background of what conditions 
were like in Europe in the mid-1 98Ds when you 
completed the White Paper on the internal mar
ket and what you hoped to accomplish? 
In the summer of 1984 there was a feeling 
that the Community could be "re
launched," a phrase that was popular at 
the time. And the internal market was one 
of the major elements in this [re
launching]. 

It is important, perhaps, to bear in mind 
that I was the Senior Trade Minister in 
London when the internal market council 
was first set up in January 1983. So my 
connection with this goes back long be
fore I went to Brussels. Indeed, I went to 
Brussels specifically to take in hand the 
job of completing the internal market and 
a great deal of the work had been done 
before I actually went to Brussels. 

I spent quite a lot of time in London 
working on this and had a series of discus
sions with [E.C. Commission President] 
Jacques Delors before either he had taken 
up office or I had gone to Brussels. He fell 
in very happily with the idea that I should 
take not only what is known as the inter
nal market portfolio, but one that was con
siderably wider than that normally indi
cated. 

I brought in financial services, customs 
union, indirect taxation, and a whole se
ries of industries that were critical from 

the point of view of the internal market. 
I had control of a very large area and this 
was critically important because it meant 
that there was a single Commissioner 
with overall responsibility. 

I had one priority and one only, and that 
was to finish the program and finish it on 
time. I didn't mind how it was done as long 
as it was done and this was one of the keys 
to success. 

It was very useful having these priori
ties because if you ran into trouble-as we 
ultimately did on public procurement
the thing to do was simply to produce at 
the meeting of the Council Ministers this 
long list of priorities in which this member 
state had said public procurement, that 
member state had said public procure
ment. They were terribly useful as devices 
to encourage people to go ahead. But, as 
far as the program itself was concerned, it 
had a momentum of its own. The things 
fitted together. A lot of it was based on the 
principle that you cannot do B until you 
have done A 

The critical thing was a picture of a new 
Europe that you would achieve by a speci
fied date and get on with it. In five years' 
time no one will care tuppence what was 
done first and what was done second. 
What matters at the moment is that after 
1992 you've got the job broadly done. 
That's what matters. And that's what we're 
now within an ace of achieving. 

Do you see the 1992 single market as an 
ongoing process? 
The answer is that, after 1992, there will 
be an effective, working single market. It 
will not be a perfect single market. 

If you look at the history of the United 
States of America, obstacles to interstate 
trade have, in fact, been illegal since the 
present Constitution was signed in 1789. 
But, nevertheless, you've had 200 years of 
legislation going through Congress deal-

INTERVIEW 

"The critical thing was a 

picture of a new Europe that 

you would acheive by a 

specified date and get on 

with it." 
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The E. C. has drawn up a new road map for 
the 21st century. The Maastricht summit 
gave birth to landmark treaties on monetary 
and political union that will, in time, be seen 
as one of the most important events in post
war European history. 

The Maastricht agreement immediately 
fell prey to skeptics forecasting its premature 
demise and to starry-eyed idealists, who 
hyped it as the beginning of the United 
States of Europe. A more realistic verdict is 
that Maastricht marked the first step in an 
irreversible process oftransfonning the E.C. 
from a sophisticated trade bloc into a clearly 
identifiable political grouping. 

It has been a long time coming. The first 
sentence of the E. C.'s founding Treaty of 
Rome in 1957 speaks of "an ever closer 
union among the people of. Europe." 
Walter Hallstein, the first President of the 
E.C. Commission, often stressed "the 
Community is in politics, not business." 

The Maastricht summit will turn vision 
into reality, although its economic decisions 
far outweigh the political agreements. Un
questionably, Maastricht 's most solid 
achievement was the firm commitment to 
proceed to economic and monetary union 
(EMU), involving a single currency governed 
by a European Central Bank, by 1999 at the 
very latest. The summit also agreed that as 
few as seven countries can move to a single 
currency by 1996 if they meet pre-set eco
nOinic criteria. 

While there are some doubts about the 
long-term political impact of Maastricht, 
there are no doubts that the E. C. is now on 
course for monetary union. 

The major breakthrough was the deci
sion to drop the requirement for a quorum 
of seven countries to put EMU in place by 
1999 if the E. C. can't agree at its first vote 
in 1996. As a result, E.C. leaders won't be 
tempted to soften the rigid economic con
vergence criteria countries must meet to 
qualifY for EMU. 

Equally important, no country can halt 
the m.ove to EMU, thus exerting enorn1ous 
pressure on the E.C.'s underperformers to 
catch up with the more efficient economies. 

ing with problems here, problems there. 
You'll have exactly the same in Europe. 

Once you get the frontiers down and 
you allow trade to flow freely, those sheer 
pressures of trade will eliminate many of 
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Making Sense of Maastricht 

Chancellor Helmut Kohl nailed down 
the EMU eligibility rules to ensure the single 
currency will be as solid as the mighty Ger
man mark, which he officially put on the 
block at Maastricht. 

To participate in EMU, countries must 
have inflation and long-term interest rates 
within 1.5 percent and 2 percent, respec
tively, of the three best 
performing E.C. states; 
an exchange rate that has 
been stable within the 
exchange rate grid of the 
European Monetary Sys
tem for two years before 
entry; and no "excessive" 
budget deficits. These are 
defined as actual or 
planned budget deficits 
below 3 percent of gross 
domestic product and a 
ratio of public debt to 
GDP not exceeding 60 
percent. 

ITI.ark." 
Nevertheless, E.C. member states are 

taking EMU deadly seriously. Almost unno
ticed at the summit, French Finance Minis
ter Pierre Beregovoy announced the Bank 
ofFrance would acquire monetary indepen
dence from the Government. 

Italy is finally confronting the uncomfort
able reality that it must 
make an early start on 
taming inflation, trim
ming labor costs, and 
slashing its ballooning 
budget deficit if it wants to 
remain in the E.C.'s pre
mier division. 

Right now only three 
countries-France, Den
mark, and Luxembourg 
-would be eligible for 
EMU. And, say bankers, 

The Maastricht summit will turn 
vision into reality, although its 

economic decisions far outweigh the 
political agreements. 

Britain's much bally
hooed "opt out" protocol 
allowing its Parliament to 
decide whether and when 
to proceed to a single cur
rency was essentially a de
vice to enable Prime Min
ister John Major to placate 
the small, but politically 
powerful, Euro-skeptic 
wing ofhis ruling Conser
vative Party. 

economists, and businessmen, very few 
countries likely will pass the test even by 
1999. 

Germany's conservative bankers are de
cidedly uneasy about the Maastricht accord. 
"The banks doubt whether the probation
aty period, in which the criteria for conver
gence must be fulfilled, is adequate," the 
Banking Association warned. "This makes 
it even more necessary that the convergence 
criteria are strictly adhered to and not weak
ened by political compromise.'' 

Martin Kolhaussen, chief executive of 
the Commerzbank, Gern1any's third-largest 
bank, is equally skeptical about the fixed 
timetable for EMU. "The Maastricht deal did 
not ensure the ECU [European Currency 
Unit) would become the single E.C. cur
rency, certainly not in the envisaged five or 
seven years," he said. "The future ECU will 
then only be another name for the German 

the barriers. You release the competitive 
forces. The old division of Europe in the 
12 penny packets reinforced restrictive 
practices of a national nature. Getting rid 
of the barriers and the forces of competi-

Indeed, Chancellor 
Kohl reckons Britain could decide to join 
EMU as early as 1996. 

EMU is the logical end goal for the E.C.'s 
planned single market, which will never 
fully capitalize on the free flow of labor, 
capital, services, and goods across the Com
munity until business is able to trade with a 
single currency. 

With EMU out of the way, the E. C. can 
refocus its attention on getting agreement 
on a number of contentious single market 
directives, notably those relating to financial 
services. 

Compared to the EMU package, the po
litical union treaty is a slightly nebulous 
document reflecting the untidy compro
mises needed to bridge member states' 
widely differing views on European integra
tion. 

Apart from the British opt out clause on 
an E.C.-wide social policy, the agreement 

tion will perfect the market. 
At the same time you've got to be eter

nally vigilant to pick out old barriers that 
you've overlooked, to deal with new barri
ers that appear. All the time. What matters 



appears to pave the way to the creation of 
a distinct European political identity some 
time in the next century. 

The Maastricht agreement may be a 
modest achievement, but it would have 
been unthinkable even five years ago that 
the B.C. 's competence would move into 
such "alien" areas as foreign and security 
policy. 

"For the first time in their history, the 
Twelve will act together in foreign 
policy ... this is a great step forward," said 
French President Franyois Mitterrand. 

The political union treaty will be re
viewed in 1996 to see whether the inter
government cooperation agreed at Maas
tricht can be brought under the E.C. 
umbrella. This will provide a useful four
year learning curve that will prove 
whether the E.C. can ever evolve into a 
politically homogeneous entity. 

Maastricht made a start, with agree
ments on modestly increased powers for 
the European Parliament, a "cohesion 
fund" to help the poorer E.C. states, a 
European citizenship, and a more quali
fied majority voting in the Council of 
Ministers. 

Although Maastricht was an E. C. fam
ily affair, it was not totally inward look
ing. It decided to speed up negotiations 
with countries seeking E. C. membership 
and to discuss "enlargement" of the 
Community at the Lisbon summit in 
mid-1992. Austria and Sweden probably 
will start negotiations with the E. C. next 
year and some of their partners in the 
seven-nation European Free Trade Asso
ciation-most likely Finland and Swit
zerland-are expected to decide soon 
whether to apply to join the Twelve. 

As the E.C. braces for another event
ful year, it is still too soon after the sum
mit to say whether the European Com
munity deserves to be called the 
European Union. Only time will tell. 

- Bruce Barnard 

is that, after the end of next year, the thing 
will be in motion. You can't stop it. The 
economic advantages of operating as a 
single market are so immense that sooner 
or later the forces-the economic forces, 

the forces of competition-will drive the 
internal market. That's bound to happen. 

So competition is the key to the process? 
In some ways a lot of this has the same 
sort of philosophy as we developed in 
the early days of the Thatcher Adminis
tration; that is, given a chance to operate, 
the market forces very often will achieve 
these results. But you cannot get market 
forces to operate until you have at least a 
reasonably open system in which they 
can operate. 

What are the key principles of 1992? 
[1992] was based essentially on the open 

market principles that we developed in the 
Thatcher Administration. I was a Minister 
in Thatcher's Government from the very 
first day. I was originally a Treasury Minis
ter, then a Trade Minister, and this was the 
basic philosophy. But where I took a some
what different view from some of my 
former colleagues was this: You cannot get 
the forces of competition, of the free mar
ket, to operate until you create a situation 
in which people are prepared to allow them 
to operate. In other words, people will 
stand so much pain, so much upheaval, but 
they won't stand more than that. 

Is there more to 1992 than being able to do busi
ness. What about the Social Charter? 
The completion of the internal market, the 
single market, was never the end of the 
road. We always thought that after the 
single market would come the single cur
rency and after the single currency would 
come the single economy. This is my phi
losophy. 

Other people have attached all sorts of 
other factors to it. There's talk about social 
policy, economic and social cohesion, and 
so on. These begin to take you out into the 
very wide field of political philosophy. 
How far can you expect the people in a 
community-and I use the word commu
nity in the wider sense, not the economic 
community-to go along with what, at 
times, are difficult policies unless they feel 
they have a personal stake in its success. 
I've always said that it is absolutely essen
tial that the benefits of economic progress 
be fairly shared and be seen to be fairly 
shared. 

Are you pleased with Delors' support of the 
White Paper? 
There's no question that Delors was 
highly supportive of the White Paper from 
the very beginning. At the end, the 
progress in the Community emerged al
most as a driving force because you could 
point to that as something that had been 
achieved. It was no longer in the realm of 
talk. You could see it in the hard evidence, 
in directives that were being approved, 
incorporated into law, and coming into 
force. You could see the effect of these di
rectives. So you reached a stage where it 
was no longer a question of fate, it was a 
question of achievement. 

I've always argued-and there's a great 
deal of Jacques Delors' approach in this as 
well-that if your ability and determina
tion can make you succeed in one thing, 
you can succeed in another. 

Will we see a Eurofed and a single currency by 
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the end of the decade? 
The EuroFed is part of the single cur
rency. I've always taken the view that we 
would have a single currency and we 
would have it by the end of the century. 

As part of the single market, are we going to see 
the end of the nation state? 
People are trying to look too far ahead on 
this sort of thing. Take the case of the 
United Kingdom, which consists of four 
countries that act together as a very effec
tive single economic union. 

Scotland, for example, is a separate 
country; it has its own culture, its own lan
guage, and its own laws. Scottish law is 
fundamentally different from English law. 
The Scots have not lost their sense of na
tional identity. To the contrary, they're 
reinforcing their sense of national identity. 

I've always argued that, when we talk 
about citizens of Europe, we don't mean 
the citizens of Europe instead of being a 
citizen of the United Kingdom or France 
or Germany. We want people to regard 
themselves as citizens of Europe in addi
tion to being British, French, German, or 
Italian. 

You talk about competition being a major factor 
in the single market. Do you see winners and 
losers? 
That's true inside your own country, isn't 
it? It's true inside the United Kingdom. 
There are winners and there are losers. 
There are new industries that are grow
ing, there are old industries that are dying. 
There are parts of the country in England 
that are becoming incredibly prosperous. 
There are parts of the country that are in 
a state of decline or even decay. 

The growth of an economy is never 
even. There are growth points. There will 
always be new industries that are grow
ing, old industries that are decaying. 

That is true whether you have a single 
market or whether you do not. The single 
market will tend both to accelerate that 
process and to result in a greater degree 
of industrial coordination or even amal
gamation, reorganization. In the long run, 
this is to the benefit of the economy as a 
whole, not to its detriment. All experience 
shows, however, that if you try to stop 
change, you stop progress. 

Do you think American business people have a 
full recognition of what the single market is 
about? 
No. In some areas they have a very consid
erable recognition of what it is about. 
There are many misconceptions that still 
exist in [the United States]. There is a 
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very general knowledge of what is hap
pening in Europe, a very general apprecia
tion of it. 

The important thing now is that people 
are passing from the general sphere to the 
specific sphere: What do I do in my own 
business about this particular opportunity 
or how do I face this particular challenge? 
But you've also got to look ahead. It's no 
good thinking entirely in terms of what is 
happening today. You've got to look ahead 
to the time when you will have a single 
currency and beyond that to the time 
when you will move-as we already are
toward a single European economy. 

There are already moves on that front in 
the field of industrial reorganization and 
the spill over into competition, mergers, 

and acquisitions policy. There are substan
tial developments in indirect taxation, and 
there will be developments-there have 
been some small developments already
of much more importance. There will be 
developments in company taxation in or
der to create this famous level playing field. 

Once you remove one set of barriers, 
you suddenly discover that there were 
other barriers that you never noticed the 
existence of. This is very true of the loca
tion of industry. The existence of a frontier 
might mean that you've got to locate your
self there. Take the frontier away and that 
constraint has gone. You might then find 
that there is a fiscal constraint that points 
to you locating elsewhere. This is the way 
that the removal of one barrier exposes 
other barriers to view. There'll be 
changes. 

Do you see a European Parliament with ex
panded powers? 
There is no question that the powers of 
the European Parliament will be ex
tended as time goes on. They were sig
nificantly extended under the Single Eu
ropean Act, an extension that was more 
important than the Parliament recog
nized at the time and has, in fact, been 
much more successful than most people 
thought it would be. 

The Parliament in many areas is active 
in much the same way as the House of 
Lords is in the United Kingdom; that is, it 
turns its effort to examining legislation in 
detail and, in fact, to improving it. It's a 
day-to-day workmanlike job, but one that 
is well worth doing. 

The Parliament's ambitions, of course, 
go very much further than that. Some 
countries, Germany is one, support the 
Parliament and want it to play a bigger 
role. Some countries, like the United 
Kingdom, are adverse to any significant 
increase in the Parliament's powers. They 
don't, however, mind the Parliament hav
ing additional powers to scrutinize the 
budget. 

If you had to go back to the White Paper, is there 
anything you would change? 
In the basic philosophy not at all. It was 
entirely right. It was the absolutely essen
tial first step. 

But as I said at the beginning, the single 
market, the 1992 program, was never the 
end of the road. It was the road that led 
somewhere and that somewhere was Eu
ropean union. After the single market, 
however, will come the single currency 
and after the single currency the single 
economy. E 
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AFTER MAAsTRICHT 

SINGLE CURRENCY 
Goon FoR U.S. 

BusiNESS 

The E.C.'s decision at the historic December summit 
in Maastricht to embark upon a course leading to a 
single currency - economic and monetary union, 
EMU in E. C. parlance - will increase the 
Community's financial clout in world markets. 

The E.C. already has a prototype currency which 
is used for accounting purposes and as a medium for 
bond issues. Known as the ECU (European Currency 

Unit) it is based on a 

Longer term: the 
ECU will develop 

into a global 
reserve currency, 

similar to the 
dollar or yen. 

weighted average of member 
country currencies. By as 
early as 1997 and by 1999 at 
the latest, the ECU will be 
transformed from a basket of 
individual moneys to a single 
medium of exchange based 
on fixed exchange rates of the 
twelve E.C. currencies. 

Short term results of 
Maastricht: governments will 

step up their use of the ECU when seeking funds 
on the world's money markets. The ECU has be
come more attractive because of the tough eco
nomic conditions established at Maastricht for even-
tual membership in the Economic and Monetary 
Union. Only countries which meet strict economic 
performance standards - such as stable prices, 
low interest rates, sound public finances, and sus
tainable balance of payments - will be allowed to 
join the single currency. As a result, governments 

issuing bonds in ECUs will find that they will be 
able to offer lower yields to investors, reflecting the 
value that buyers will see in an instrument backed 
by a strong anti-inflation commitment. 

Longer term: the ECU will develop into a global 
reserve currency, similar to the dollar or yen. The 
Eurocurrency will build on the strength of the Ger
man mark, adding the power of other strong curren
cies like the French franc and the Dutch guilder, and 
possibly the British pound. British participation in 
EMU is up in the air, since the U.K. negotiated the 
right not to participate in either the single currency or 
the ·social charter governing workplace conditions 
signed by the other eleven nations at Maastricht. 

If Britain does decide to stay out, London could 
see itself challenged as the financial capital of Europe. 
Either way, London, which recently became head
quarters for the European Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development, would not be the sole contender 
to host the interim European Monetary Institute and 
an eventual European Central Bank. Other contend
ers for the "Eurofed" are Amsterdam and Frankfurt. 
And financial institutions could begin to find that Paris 
and Frankfurt are more attractive if the French or 
German governments, because of their greater com
mitment to EMU, issue more paper in ECUs than the 
British. 

A single currency will be good for U.S. business. 
Not only will currency conversion costs be gone, but 
some exchange rate risk should be eliminated too, 
since the ECU will be a strong currency backed by an 
independent central bank committed by treaty to 
sound money policies. As a result, U.S. firms will be 
able to make more reliable forecasts about future 
costs of doing business in the E.C. 
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SUMMIT 
PACKAGE 

HIGHLIGHTS 

Emerging from Maastricht was a new 
"European Union" made up of three 
pillars: an expanded European Com
munity, Foreign and Defense Policy, 
and Police and Judicial Cooperation. 
The traditional E.C., which was estab
lished by the 1957 Treaty of Rome, 
has new powers in the areas of the 
environment, education, consumer 
protection, public health, and infor
mation networks. The other two pil
lars forming the union will formally 
remain the preserve of national gov
ernments and not be incorporated 
into the normal Community proce
dures. 

Economic and Monetary Union: By 
1999 at the latest, a single currency 
will be adopted in the E.C. as long as 
seven member states satisfy certain 
strict macroeconomic performance 
guidelines. Britain reserved the right 
not to participate - what is known as 
the "opt-out" clause. Denmark will 
call a referendum before it adopts the 
single currency, or ECU. The EMU will 
become part of the E. C. pillar in the 
new European Union. 

Foreign and Defense Policy: The 
treaty encourages a common E.C. 
stance on foreign policy by including 
provisions for decision making by 
majority vote, rather than unanimity, 
in some cases. It calls for increased 
cooperation between the foreign min
istries of the Twelve. The Treaty also 
for the first time explicitly states that 
defense is an area for cooperation 
between the E.C. member states. The 
Western European Union, a nine
member security o rgan ization, is 
given the role as a bridge between the 
E.C. and the NATO alliance. 

Social Charter: With the exception 
of Britain, the E. C. states have agreed 
to improve working conditions and 
worker health and safety, to step up 
worker/management consultations, to 

promote equality of opportunity for 
men and women, and to integrate ex
cluded workers into the labor force . 

are mentioned by name, but Austria 
and Sweden are the likeliest to be 
considered first. The enlargement dec-

European Parlia-
ment: The EP now has 
the right to veto laws 
on health, education, 
consumer affairs, cul
ture, the environment, 
research, trans-Euro
pean networks, and 
single market issues. 

Enlargement: The 
Maastricht Treaty gives 

By 1999 at the 

latest, a 
single 

currency will 
be adopted in 

the E.C. 

laration of the Com-
munity states, how
ever, that talks on new 
members will only be
gin once the E.C.'s in
ternal finances are put 
in order. 

Cohesion: Spain 
won agreement for a 
protocol on economic 
and social cohesion 

the E. C. the authority to negotiate new 
membership after 1992. No countries 

setting up a Cohesion fund by the end 
of 1993 which will support environ-

MAASTRICHT NOTEBOOK 

Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands offered to do her part at Maastricht. The 
Queen said she would gladly sacrifice having her portrait on the new 
European Currency Unit (ECU) if it would lead to greater E.C. unity. She 
needn't worry, however. The deal struck by Community Finance Ministers, 
and when endorsed by the Prime Ministers and Presidents, will allow one 
national side on the new ECU notes and coins, and one "Community" side 
- so long as the money can circulate throughout the European Commu
nity. A Frenchwoman, Sylvia Bourdon, is sponsoring a contest to design 
the new ECU notes and coins, and has already received a large grant from 
the French Government. She hopes to announce the winner at the Acropc>
lis in Athens in December 1993. 

• 
The E.C. leaders gingerly avoided taking any decisions on the site of a 

new European Monetary Institute and European Central Bank, but that 
didn't stop various countries from politicking on the issue. 

The monetary institute will begin operations in 1994, while the central 
bank will start up either in 1997 or 1999. German Chancellor Helmut 
Kohl, a key player in E.C. plans for monetary union, made it very clear that 
Frankfurt should be the central bank's future home- and he surprisingly 
met little public resistance. 

A top Belgian official said that Dutch Prime Minister Ruud Lubbers had 
told French President Fran~ois Mitterrand that the Netherlands would 
back Strasbourg as the permanent home of the European Parliament, in 
exchange for France's support of Amsterdam as the home of the new 
central bank. French and Dutch officials denied the allegation. 

France has blocked several important siting decisions, Including that 
for the new European Environment Agency, unless the Parliament's ple
nary sessions remain in Strasbourg. Belgium wants the Parliament in a 
new building now under construction in Brussels. 

• 
It received almost no attention, but a decision by E.C. leaders on pension 



mental and infrastructure projects in 
the poorer member states. The Com
mission will also have to report every 
three years on progress made toward 
reducing disparities in economic de
velopment between the regions. 
-By Peter Rashish 

gins. Governments are to avoid exces
sive budget deficits and start a process 
leading to the independence of their 
central banks. A European Monetary 
Institute will be established directed in 
part by the Governors of the existing 
12 Central Banks. 

tuations in the European Monetary 
System, and low, long-term interest 
rates. If the E. C. decides by qualified 
majority that enough member coun
tries satisfy the convergence criteria 
(seven at a minimum), EMU moves to 
the third stage. In this case, exchange 
rates are fixed and the European Cen
tral Bank replaces the European Mon
etary Institute. 

KEY DATES FOR 
ECONOMIC AND 

MONETARY 
UNION 

January 1994: The second stage of 

By December 1996: The E. C. Com
mission and the European Monetary 
Institute will report to the Council of 
Ministers on the compatibility of 
Member States' policies and member
ship in the EMU. They will also report 
on the degree of convergence of na
tional policies toward price stability, 

By December 1998: If EMU has not 
taken effect in 1996, countries which 
meet the convergence criteria will 
move to the final stage of EMU by 
January 1, 1999. 

economic and monetary union be- sustainable government finances, flue-

rights may prove to be one of Maastricht's most signifi
cant steps. The Community adopted a protocol to the 
Treaty of Rome in response to a recent ruling by the Euro
pean Court of Justice. The protocol says that companies 
will not be forced to provide equal pension benefits to men 
and women for work performed before May 17, 1990. 

That was the date the Court of Justice said the e~ 
ployers could not discriminate on the basis of gender in 
setting pension levels. Those levels had varied due to 
different retirement ages for men and women in most E. C. 
countries. 

The pensions industry said the decision at Maastricht 
could save them 100 billion ECU in back pension benefits 
that might have been required under the Court ruling. 

• 
BrHain won a special "opt out" clause on E.C. monetary 

union, but that didn't prevent British officials from get
ting In a few verbal jabs along the way. Under the final 
plan, strict condHions are set for convergence of economic 
factors such as inflation, budget deficits, and public debt. 

In fact, the conditions are so stringent that only 
France, Luxembourg and Denmark would qualify at this 
point, although officials expect at least seven countries 
to be ready by the end of the decade. 

"Denmark says H needs a national referendum before 
they could accept a single currency, and Luxembourg 
(which shares a currency with Belgium) does not have 
Hs own currency," a BrHish official said. "So, we're talk
ing about a single currency for France, which we think is 
a good idea. It's called the franc." 

• 

The social elements of the Maastricht agreement 
were the most difficult to achieve, and they will likely 
prove to be the most difficult to enforce. Under the deal, 
new areas of E.C. social policy will be handled outside 
the Treaty of Rome by 11 countries, wHh Britain getting 
a special exemption. The 11 countries will "have re
course to the institutions, procedures, and mechanisms 
of the European Community," the social protocol says
but legal experts say that European Court of Just ice ju
risdiction may not apply. 

Under the treaty of Rome, the E.C. Commission can 
take a member state to the Court of Justice for failure to 
"fulfill an obligation under this treaty" - but the social 
provisions are now outside the treaty. 

Asked how the social protocol will work, a top E.C • 
diplomat said, "I haven't a clue. Nobody knows." 

• 
The summit was no place for beginners in E. C. jargon. 

Phrases like "social policy" are easy enough, but terms 
like "cohesion" and "competence" are a little tougher. 
Cohesion is a buzzword for the transfer of resources from 
the E.C.'s more prosperous countries to its less prosper
ous members, while competence refers to matters under 
E. C. jurisdiction rather than those remaining the subject 
of intergovernmental cooperation. 

But the prize for the most obscure terminology went 
to a British spokesman, who said, "The UnHed Kingdom 
is opposed to QMU for CFSP." QMU is qualified majorHy 
voting, as opposed to unanimity, while CFSP is short
hand for a common foreign and securHy policy. 
-By Charles Goldsmith 



BusiNEss BRIEFS 

TREUHAND SETS 
UP OFFICES IN 

NEw YoRK 
The Treuhandanstalt, the German 
government agency in charge of sell
ing off state-owned enterprises in the 
former East Germany, has opened an 
office in New York to encourage in
vestment by U.S. business. 

established to increase potential U.S. 
investors' awareness of the opportuni
ties that exist in eastern Germany. The 
Treuhand hopes more American firms 
will invest in the former eastern Eu
rope and feel that their opening a 
branch office in New York will 
increase interest. The New York office 
will offer help with both the identifi
cation and restructuring of companies 

to make them more attractive invest
ment targets. The agency will also 
facilitate investment by helping U.S. 
businessmen put together a bid pack
age that meets Treuhand require
ments. 

For information Contact: Christoph 
Urban or Christoph Reimnitz, Tel: 212 
909-8159 

The Treuhand is the legal owner 
of all companies, real estate, farms 
and forest land which it has put up 
for sale in eastern Germany. It was 
founded on March 1, 1990, with 
head offices in Berlin. There are 15 
branch offices across eastern Ger
many as well as an office in Tokyo. 
All told, 10,500 companies were put 
on the block, with roughly 3,800 
sold - generating $5 billion in rev
enue- by the end of the year. For
eign firms have acquired 180 compa
nies; U.S. purchasers accounted for 
only ten of those transactions. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

JANUARY 22: U.S. Government hosts a conference to be held in Washing
ton, D.C. to coordinate assistance to the fonner Soviet Union. 

JANUARY 30: The British government, which holds the U.N. Security 
Council presidency for January, is attempting to organize a 15 nation sum
mit to discuss the dissolution of the fonner Soviet Union. 

FEBRUARY 7: Meeting in Maastricht to f"tnalize the treaty on European 
political and economic union. 

MID-APRIL: GATT chief Arthur Dunkel has set a new mid-April deadline 
to conclude the global trade talks. 

The New York office has been 

NAMES IN THE NEWS 

PoRTUGAL 
AsSUMES THE 

E.C. 
PRESIDENCY 

As of January 1, Portugal 
assumed the six -month ro
tating Presidency of the 
European Community. 
Two important dates to 
look forward to include a 
meeting of Foreign Minis
ters on February 21st and 
of Environment Ministers 
on February 17th, both in 
Lisbon. The summit of Eu
ropean heads of state and 
government, known as the 
European Council, is 
scheduled for June 26th in 
Lisbon. 

Here is a list of the key 

Portuguese government 
offices: 

President 
Mario Soares 
Palacio de Belem 
Praca Alfonso de 
Albuquerque 
1300 Lisbon, Portugal 
Tel: 363-7141 

Prime Minister 
Anibal Cavaco Silva 
Palacio de Sao Bento 
Rua de Imprensa a 
Estrela 
1200 Lisbon, Portugal 
Tel: 395-2953 

Foreign Minister 
Joao de Deus Pinheiro 
Palacio das Necesidades 
Largo do Rilvas 
1300 Lisbon, Portugal 

Tel: 397-0100 

Secretary of State for 
European Affairs 

Vitor Costa Martins 
Avenida Visconde 
Valmor 66 
1000 Lisbon, Portugal 
Tel: 760530 

Finance Minister 
Jorge Braga de Macedo 
Avenida Infante 
d'Henrique 1D 
1100 Lisbon, Portugal 
Tel: 888-4675 

Defense Minister 
Fernando Nogueira 
Avenida Ilha de 
Madeira 
1400 Lisbon, Portugal 
Tel: 301-0001 

Commerce Minister 
Faria de Oliveira 
Avenida da Republica 79 
1000 Lisbon, Portugal 
Tel: 793-4049 

Secretary of State for 
Foreign Trade: 

Antonio de Sousa 
Avenida da Republica 79 
1000 Lisbon, Portugal 
Tel: 793-4049 
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The Countdown Continues 
he E. C. has started the countdown to the launch of a 

giant single market that will change the face of busi
ness across the Continent. At midnight on December 
31, 1992, the leaders of the 12 E. C. states will light 

beacons in their capital cities, giving the signal for 4,000 beacons 
to be lit in towns and villages throughout the Community. 

But with less than 12 months to takeoff, 
the outlines of the single market are al
ready clearly visible and Europe's busi
nessmen are fine-tuning strategies to op
erate in a completely new environment. 
Cross-border mergers, strategic alliances, 
and radically different methods of manu
facturing, distribution, and marketing are 
now commonplace across the broad swath 
of industry from banking and insurance to 
construction and food. 

The single market program appears to 
be on course; more than three-quarters of 
the 282 single market measures have 
been accepted by member states and oth
ers are awaiting approval. 

However, the E. C. Commission is wor
ried about slippage. It has warned that the 
benefits of the single market will be se
verely hampered unless member states 
unclog several pivotal measures that are 
blocked at various points in the E. C. or in 
national legislative bodies. Some E.C. 
member states, notably Italy, have failed 
to write E. C. legislation into their national 
laws while others, led by Britain and Den
mark, are busily putting the bulk of direc
tives in place. This imbalance could mar 
the opening ceremonies. On a positive 
note, the E. C.'s "newcomers," Greece and 
Portugal, are now among the leaders in 
transposing directives into national laws. 

Brussels has tried to shame recalcitrant 
Governments into action by publishing 
member country standings and using E. C. 
summits to discuss progress toward the 

Businesses Are Preparing 

for a Wide Open Single 

Market 
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single market. These tactics are already 
paying dividends. 

Businesses are irked that, while they 
plan ahead for the new market, their Gov
ernments continue to pursue narrow na
tional interests. The Commission last year 
received 1,758 complaints that Govern
ments had flouted E. C. laws and Treaty of 
Rome articles. The upside is that more 
companies are going to Brussels to back 
their campaign for more open markets. 

Despite the setbacks, 1992 is likely to 
be a turning point for the single market as 
it is certain to get star billing in the forth
coming Portuguese and British presiden
cies of the Community. 

The single market needs a final big 
push. It has often been out of the press 
during the past year as the E. C. was forced 
to focus its attention elsewhere. Diver
sions included the year-long negotiations 
on twin treaties for economic and political 
union, reform of the Common Agricultural 
Policy, the General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade, tortuous negotiations to form a 
free trade zone with the European Free 
Trade Association, trade deals with East
ern Europe, financial assistance for the 
bankrupt Soviet Union. and attempts to 
broker peace in Yugoslavia. 

But work on the single market program 
has proceeded behind the scenes, giving 
business a fairly clear idea of what corpo
rate life will be like after 1993. Meanwhile, 
the European Committee for Standardiza
tion continues its herculean task of getting 
some 3,000 technical standards ready by 
end-1992. 

Some sectors, notably energy, won't en
joy a genuine single market for several 
years after 1993. Telecommunications 
also will remain tightly regulated as mem
ber states dig in to defend their monopo
lies. A single market in financial services 
isn't yet assured across the board as mem
ber states have yet to tackle a critical In
vestment Services Directive. Also out
standing are proposals for a European 
Company and three other company law 
directives covering cross-border mergers 
and takeovers. 

One of the Commission's major 
achievements has been to create a liberal, 
market-oriented backdrop for the single 
market. Sir Leon Brittan, the competition 
Commissioner, backed by liberal col
leagues, so far has triumphed in the battle 
against more interventionist Commission
ers. But the struggle isn't over. The furi
ous French reaction to Sir Leon's decision 
to block a Franco-Italian bid for de 
Havilland, the Canadian aerospace group, 
underlined the depth of feeling in the 
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southern states that the E.C. pursue an 
industrial policy to stiffen Europe's de
fenses against giant American and J apa
nese rivals in sensitive sectors. 

While the politicians haggle, business
men are seizing the 1992 initiative. 

"The single market has 

given E. C. companies a 

large home market to match 

the domestic markets of the 

United States and Japan." 

Examples of the new thinking are evident 
across the Community. Pilkington Glass, 
the British glass manufacturer, is moving 
the head office of its key flat and safety 
glass division from St. Helen's in north
west England to Brussels. Seat, the Span
ish car maker, recently placed job adver
tisements in newspapers in northwest 
England for production managers and se
nior engineers for a plant it is building 
near Barcelona. 

For many large companies, mainly 
American, 1992 is nothing new as they 
had already adopted pan-European strate
gies the minute they established them
selves in the Community. 

Most European companies that have 
been operating largely in protected na
tional markets are only now following the 
American pattern. They are spurred on by 
the specter of new arrivals from Japan, 
large, aggressive companies that are at
tacking their domestic markets from a 
pan-European base. 

It is much easier to talk about strategy 
than to implement change as companies 
struggle to find the right formula for 
cross-border operations. An early failure 
was the proposed merger between 
Amsterdam Rotterdam Bank of the Neth
erlands and Generale de Banque of Bel
gium, which floundered on deep differ
ences in business culture. The merger of 
the packaging interests of two bitter rivals, 
Metal Box Packaging of Britain and 
Carnaud of France, which was supposed 
to be a model for cross-border, industrial 
alliances, suddenly became a lesson in the 
difficulties of blending different manage
ment traditions. Merger talks between 
Pirelli, the Italian tire company, and Con
tinental, its German competitor, were 
called off in early December amid finan
cial problems at the Italian company. 

Nevertheless, E.C. companies are 
learning, and E.C.-wide alliances are tak
ing shape. Fiat of Italy and France's 
Generale d'Electricite swapped shares 
and business in a bid to become global 
players in key industrial sectors. AG-AMEV, 
the financial services group formed in 
1990 by the merger of Belgium's largest 
and the Netherlands' third largest insur
ers, lifted profits in a poor year for the in
dustry. 

Consumers also are beginning to enjoy 
a 1992 payoff as companies pool their re
sources. Credit Commercial de France, 
for example, is joining Royal Bank of Scot
land and Banco Santander of Spain in a 
computer linkup to give their customers 
on-line access to electronic cross-border 
banking in their home countries. 

Many cross-border alliances in the E. C. 
are driven less by the single market than 
by the increasing globalization of busi
ness. The single market, however, has 
played a pivotal role by giving E. C. compa
nies a large home market to match the 
domestic markets of the United States and 
Japan that have enabled their companies 
to benefit from enormous economies of 
scale. 

Siemens, the German electronics firm, 
regards Europe as just another market in 
its quest for sales. It generates nearly 55 
percent of its 73 billion German marks 
($45.3 billion) outside Germany and plans 
more "internationalization," by expanding 
in the United States and Asia. 

The president of Siemens, Karlheinz 
Kaske, says that to keep its ranking in 
the world league of electronics compa
nies, Siemens must expand by 7 percent 
a year. And most of the momentum for 
that growth will come from outside the 
Community. It intends to boost its U.S. 
business from 11 percent to 20 percent 
of its sales by the end of the decade and 
build its Japanese and Far Eastern opera
tions, which now account for just 6 per
cent of sales. 

Kaske noted that Japanese firms enjoy 
one big 1992 advantage that European 
firms can't match. They can maximize pro
ductivity the minute they enter the E.C. 
market by choosing a centralized manu
facturing center inside the most cost-effec
tive E. C. member states. 

However, as the launch of the single 
market approaches, European firms are 
too busy adjusting to a new Europe to lose 
much sleep over 1992. They have no other 
choice but to move forward. E 

Bruce Barnard is the Brussels correspondent for The 
journal of Commerce. 
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Alpine 
Olynipiad! 

he Savoy region on the eastern edge of France, with 
the majestic backdrop of Mont Blanc, is a skier's para
dise. Nestled among its Alpine peaks are resorts of 
every size and style, ranging from picture-postcard 

villages of wooden chalets to relentlessly modern centers with 
ski lifts by the hundred. From February 8-23, thirteen of these 
resorts, with the town of Albertville as their focal point, will be
come the stage for one of the greatest sport shows on earth
the Winter Olympics. 

ESTER L A U SHW AY . 

France in Peak Form 
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The XVI Winter Games will be the third 
France has hosted. In 1924, in Chamonix, 
it gave delayed birth to the first Winter 
Olympics, which were simply called the 
"Chamonix International Winter Sports 
Week" at the time and only granted official 
Olympic status a year later. Grenoble, in 
1968, was the setting for France's second 
Winter Games, dominated by the dazzling 
performance of native son Jean-Claude 
Killy, who skied away with all three Alpine 
gold medals. 

It was Killy, who co-chairs COlO
France's Winter Olympics Organizing 
Committee-with Savoy's Member ofPar
liament Michel Barnier, who chose 
Albertville and its surroundings for the 
1992 Winter Games. Killy wanted to pro
vide athletes with ideal conditions for each 
competition and so came up with the idea 
of dispersing the Winter Games among 
thriteen of Savoy's top resorts. The center 
he runs, the Espace Killy, a mecca for ski 
enthusiasts stretching from Val d'Isere to 
Tignes, with 180 miles of marked runs, will 
play host to some of the prime races of the 
Games: all the men's alpine skiing events 
(except the special slalom), freestyle ski
ing on moguls-a new Olympic sport
and demonstrations of ski jumping and ski 
ballet. The vast ski area known as "the 
Three Valleys" (Courchevel, Meribel, and 
Les Menuires/Val Thorens) will give up 2 
percent of its 300 miles of ultra-sleek slopes 
to the women's alpine races, the men's 
special slalom, ski jumping, ice hockey, 
and Nordic combined (a cross-country 
race kicked off with a ski jump). The rest 
of the Games (see box) will be spread 
around an overall area of 600 square miles, 
with the opening and closing ceremonies 
and all the ice-skating events, taking place 
in Albertville. 

Past Winter Olympics have certainly 
been more compact than Albertville will 
be, but they have had other peculiarities 
and problems, most of them caused by wild 
swings in the weather. At St. Moritz (1928), 
a warm wind drove temperatures up from 
zero degrees to 77 degrees Fahrenheit 
within a few hours; at Lake Placid (1932), 
rain followed by sudden cold allowed the 
ski jumping to go ahead, but gave most of 
the competitors an unexpected bath in a 
leftover pool at the bottom. Innsbruck 
(1964) had no snow at all, and the Austrian 
Army was sent off to haul it down from 
nearby mountain tops; Grenoble (1968) 
was so shrouded in fog that skiers in the 
men's special slalom could hardly see from 
one gate to the next. 

The far-flung format of the 1992 Albert
ville Games already guarantees them a 

unique place in Olympic history. It also 
makes them a potential logistics night
mare. Two thousand athletes from more 
than 60 countries will take part in 57 com
petitions in sites that are up to 70 miles 
apart, with 8,000 journalists panting in pur-

"Thefar-jlungformat of 

the 1992 Albertville Games 

already guarantees them a 

unique place in Olympic 

history .... Two thousand 

athletes from more than 60 

countries will take part in 

57 competitions in sites that 

are up to 70 miles apart." 

suit. One million spectators are expected 
in the Albertville region; two billion more 
around the world will watch the Games on 
television. The organizers believe that the 
mammoth scale of modern Olympics 
makes them impossible to stage in one 
place. They see Albertville's setup as the 
best way of handling the crowds; not a 
scattering of the Games, but rather a de
liberate spreading-out, to satisfy at the 
same time the demands of the athletes, 
the media, and the spectators. 

To link all its components, Albertville is 
counting on the marvels of modern tech
nology: miles of underground cables, cam
eras at every comer, telecommunications 
satellites overhead, enough computer ter
minals, telephones, and fax machines to 
furnish several multinationals. The Savoy 
mountains will bristle with equipment and 
hum with electronic activity. Even the 
weather will not be entirely left up to na
ture. An army of snow cannons (230 at 
Meribel alone) stands ready to spew out 
snow on demand. In fact, making, storing, 
and spreading artificial snow has been 
perfected to such an art, that real snow
lots of it-is the one thing the Games or
ganizers dread. 

Construction for the Games started in 
1988 and is now practically finished. COJO 

has spent close to $200 million of its total 
$800-million budget on building new ski 
runs and jumps, ice rinks, and stadiums. 
Albertville, which had very few sports fa
cilities, now boasts a 9,000-seat ice hall, a 
10,000-seat speed skating oval, and a tem
porary ceremonies stadium. The runs at 

Val d'Isere were laid out by the Swiss 
downhill champion of the 1972 Sapporo 
Games, Bernard Russi. Designed to give 
television crews stupendous pictures of 
the races (more than 80 percent visibility), 
they throw skiers some exciting curves on 
the way down. 

The bobsled run at La Plagne is the in
stallation that has caused COJO the biggest 
headaches and cost the most money. It 
uses a revolutionary new method to freeze 
the ice: 45 tons of ammonia running 
through several hundred miles of pipes up 
and down the two-mile run. Safety mea
sures keep having to be reinforced, be
cause people are worried about a possible 
leak of poisonous gas. Then, too, the run 
itself has had to be propped up several 
times because it was built above an old 
mine and keeps sinking into the ground. 
The original budget of$14 million swelled 
to $40 million before the run finally re
ceived its safety certificate. 

The rest of Albertville's preparations 
are moving along right on schedule. Not 
many hotel rooms had to be built for the 
Games in a region that claims to be able 
to accommodate 800,000 tourists. COJO 

did spend some $85 million in prettying 
up the concrete facades of high-tech, 
low-charm Olympic venues like Cour
chevel, and on additional housing for 
athletes. Some of them will stay in the 
main Olympic village at Bride-les-Bains, 
a weight-loss health spa usually aquiver 
with flab, not muscle; others will reside 
closer to their competition sites. 

Air, rail, and road transportation to 
Albertville has been expanded to make 
access to the Olympics as easy as pos
sible. An extra runway has been built at 
Lyon's international airport, numerous 
high-speed TGV trains will run directly 
from Paris to Albertville in just four hours 
and the Lyon-Chambery autoroute has 
been extended to Albertville. Once there, 
spectators with tickets to the Games can 
hop aboard a free Olympic shuttle bus that 
connects the 30 resorts and villages inside 
the Olympic Area. 

The Albertville 1992 Winter Olympics 
will be one of a kind: more computerized, 
more televised, more daring than any of 
its predecessors. The Games will also give 
spectators the unique opportunity not just 
to watch the world's best skiers, but to 
combine it with a holiday where they can 
get out on the slopes of Savoy themselves, 
on some of the most prestigious snow
real or artificial-in the world. E 

Ester Laushway is a contributing editor in Paris. 
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ean-Claude Killy skied into Olym
pic history at Grenoble in 1968, 
when he won all three Alpine gold 
medals. Some might think that af 
ter such a triumph life would be all 
downhill, but not for Killy. After 

retiring from competition he made a prom
inent name for himself as a business man 
and as director of the Val d'Isere ski resort. 
In 1983 he officially launched his region 's 
candidacy for the 1992 Winter Olympics
and won it in 1986. He is co-chairman of 
the CO]O (France's Organizing Committee 
for the Winter Olympic Games) alongside 
Michel Barnier, president of the Savoy 
General Council. 

Killy was interviewed in Albertville by 
Ester Laushway, Europe's contributing edi
tor, during the final preparations for the 
Winter Olympic Games. 
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The Winter Games have changed a lot since 
1968, when you won your triple gold in Gren
oble. Have they now become more of a big busi
ness than a sporting event? 
The Olympic movement is growing fast, 
but I believe it's been well managed and is 

the big resorts that we have and that are 
well known throughout the world. It 
would have been a shame to leave any of 
them out. It's spread over a very big area, 
yes, but that's one way of running the 
Games, of giving the athletes the best pos-

same for the Nordic events. The partici
pants in Les Saisies will not have to take a 
bus for the whole duration of the Games
that's nice, and different. 

The ski runs have been laid out for maximum 
media coverage. Did television dictate their de
sign? 
No. Our imagination did that, because 
television doesn't know how to organize 
an event. Television just knows how to 
film and transmit an event. In many cases 
the ideas came from COJO itself. You'll 
find the same spirit in the medals, in the 
Olympic Arts Festival, and in the Olympic 
Torch Relay. All these details are impor
tant to us. 

Will Albertville have changed the Winter Olym
pics in some way forever? 
Probably in some ways, because of our 
desire to do things differently and to sur
prise people. Since Pierre de Coubertin 
founded the Games, for example, no one 
has ever thought of having Olympic 
medals made out of crystal, and they are 
absolutely beautiful. That's our idea, and 
so we'll leave a little track, a symbol, be
hind us. 

What would you like people who come to these 
Olympics to remember most? 
I would like them to go home with the feel
ing that they've spent time on another 
planet-the planet of the French Olym
pics. And to say that they would never 
have believed the French could come up 
with such a wonderful show or look after 
their guests so well, all the while safe
guarding the Olympic spirit. All that 
would mean that we had organized Games 

Today, Killy stays close to the slopes, running the Espace Killy, a mecca for ski enthusiasts stretching from that were above reproach. 
Val d'lsere to Tignes. 

not only growing on the business side. It's 
also growing on the sports side, on the 
solidarity toward sports in the entire world 
and, therefore, yes, we are faced with a 
much bigger organization than Grenoble 
[had for the 1968 Games]. We have a lot 
more press, media people, athletes, spon
sors, and money to be spent. Yes, it's be
come massive, but the Olympic move
ment is very concerned with keeping it all 
under control. So, in the future, you'll 
probably see fewer sports and fewer ath
letes competing. 

Why are the Albertville Olympics spread around 
13 different sites? Was that done as a market
ing strategy for the region? 
It's true that it is a good marketing tool, 
but we also wanted very much to use all 
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sible conditions for each event. It's been a 
surprise to everyone and certainly will be 
different from all the Olympics that have 
taken place before. 

Given the configuration of these Games, will it 
not be difficult to develop a "village " atmo
sphere among the participants? 
You'll have a multi-village atmosphere, be
cause there are four sites for the athletes, 
four villages: one in Val d'Isere, one in 
Tignes, one in Les Saisies, and the main 
one in Bride-les-Bains. It's going to be dif
ferent in each of them. All the athletes are 
very satisfied with their planned life dur
ing the Games. 

Take the Alpine skiers in Val d'Isere, for 
example. They will put their skis on and 
ski to the lift-that's very unusual. It's the 

How much will people who attend be able to 
see? Will they have to choose the place they 
want to go to, rather than the events they want 
to watch? 
You cannot see it all. And that's not just 
typical for us; it's like that in all Olympics, 
but more so for us. So you have to decide. 
If you want to see hockey and figure skat
ing, for example, you can; if you want to 
see the Nordic and downhill skiing events 
on the same day, you cannot. That's the 
way it is. You have to choose. 

What about the weather? Are you afraid it may 
snow too much? 
No, not at all because I can't do anything 
about it. So I will leave it to the Big Boss 
up there. I'm not the big boss you know. 
I'm just the second, smaller boss. E 
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FEATURE 

A Sport-by-Sport R undown of 

the 19 9 2 Winter Olympics 

he 1992 Winter 
Games (February 
8 -23) will be the 
first Olympics free 

of the cold war ideological ten
sions that in previous years 
turned the "race for gold" into 
a bitter contest between the 
East and West. The games will 
see a united Germany and, 
perhaps, Russia and the Baltic 
states competing for the first 
time since before World War 
II. The former East Germany 
and the Soviet Union virtually 
monopolized the games dur
ing the 1980s. Their political 
demise will open up competi
tion for other countries to im
prove their showings. Athletes 
from all165 Olympic Commit
tee member nations have been 
invited; in 1988, 57 countries 
sent teams. 

J A ME S D. SPELL MAN . 

The Quest for Gold 

Determined to make the Albertville Games unique, 
organizers have paid enormous attention to detail. 
The Olympic medals, for example , were designed 
by Lalique, the French glassmaker, and handmade 

from crystal. 
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One country that has pulled out all the 
stops for 1992 is the United States, whose 
dismal performance at Calgary (only six 
medals) prompted a renaissance in winter 
sports training and a doubling in funds for 
Olympic competitors. Only one American, 
however, is clearly favored to win a medal 
(Donna Weinbrecht in the moguls divi
sion of women's freestyle skiing, a new 
event). The addition of Edwin Moses, an 
Olympic track star and 1984 gold medalist 
to the U.S. bobsled team may give the 
Americans enough edge at the starting 
block to win a medal in a sport tradition
ally dominated by the Swiss, Germans, 
and Italians. Many project the United 
States to at least match its Calgary 
performance. 

Since the games will be held in Albert
ville, France, many expect the French to 
perform exceptionally well, as ] ean
Claude Killy did with his spectacular 
triple sweep of gold medals in the down
hill, slalom, and grand slalom races in 
Chamonix in 1968. The French sports 
newspaper, L'Equipe, forecasts 11 to 16 
medals for France. World champions 
Edgard Grospiron and Raphaelle Mo
nod are expected to capture medals 
in ski dancing, while Derriere Piccard 
will likely do so in the men's downhill 
race. Exceptional showings by French 
women are anticipated in the downhill 
races led by Carole Merle. Medals are 
likely in figure skating for Surya Bonaly 
and the couple Isabelle and Paul 
Duchesnay, the world title holders in 
dance pairs. It remains to be seen 
whether athletes from the former Soviet 
Union will compete. 

The 16th Winter Games will see new 
competitions in both ski dancing and the 
women's biathlon (cross-country skiing 
and rifle shooting) and demonstrations in 
curling and speed skiing. 

Here is a Winter Olympic rundown 
sport-by-sport: 
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AlPINE SKIING: DoWNHILL, 
SLALOM, GIANT SLALOM 
The men's downhill run, carved out of the 
Bellevarde Face near Val d'Isere (de
signed by the "Picasso of pistes," Bern
hard Russi), has fueled intense debates 
about its promise and dangers. While 
Olympic organizers stress that 80 percent 
of the course is visible from the finish, ski
ers deplore the lack of visibility on the 
course with its sharp descent and exces
sive curves. Few, if any, record-breaking 

runs are expected since the course lacks 
speed straightaways. 

For women, the downhill will be at Roc 
de Fer, a less controversial course also 
conceived by Russi. This will be the first 
"Super G" for women with a much-dis
cussed 828-meter-drop course. 

The men's slalom-a downhill race 
against time obstructed by a series of 
gates arranged in a zigzag pattern, which 
skiers pass alternatively around and 
through-are slated for Val d'lsere and 



The Albertville Games will actually take 
place in 12 neighboring resorts in addition 

to the town of Albertville. 

Menuires-Val Thorens. Women's heats 
will take place at Meribel. 

Outlook: Of the 42 medals in alpine 
events at Calgary, all but five went to Euro
peans, with Austria, France, and Switzer
land being the traditional powerhouses. 
The 1991 WorldAlpineSkichampionships 
point to Austria (which regained first place 
there after 13 years), Switzerland, and Swe
den to do well at Albertville. Some names 
to watch in the men's races include: Marc 
Girardelli, Luxembourg; Stefan Eber-

harter and Rudolf Nierlich, Austria; Peter 
Runggaldier, Italy; and A.]. Kitt, United 
States. In the women's competition: Carole 
Merle, France; Vreni Schneider and 
Chantal Bournissen, Switzerland; Pernilla 
Wiberg, Sweden; and Eva Twardokens, 
United States. 

FREESTYLE SKIING 
Skiers perform a series of jumps, twists, 
and other dance movements over "mo
guls," which are a series of small hills of 
snow clustered densely within the per
formance area. The moguls division will 
be an Olympics event for the first time in 
Albertville. Demonstration events will be 
held for the ballet and aerials divisions. 

Outlook: American Donna Weinbrech is 
one favorite. France's Edgard Grospiron 
and Raphaelle Monod are also expected to 
win medals. 

CROSS-CouNIRY SKIING 
Part of the course at Les Saisies includes 
a run that traces the five Olympics rings in 
front of the spectators' stadium. This is 
considered one of the toughest winter 
sports for the cardio-vascular system. 
Medals have been determined with micro
second differences: A gold medal was won 
in Lake Placid (1980) by one hundredth of 
a second in a 15-kilometer heat. The 1992 
Games will round off time differences to 
the nearest tenth of a second. 

Outlook: All except 27 of 237 medals 
awarded in men's and women's competi
tions have been won by Norway, Sweden, 
Finland, and the Soviet Union. Bill Koch's 
silver in the 30-kilometer race in 1976 is 
the only cross-country Olympic medal 
won by an American. The strongest at the 
1991 world Nordic competitions were: 
Bjorn Dahle, Norway; Gunde Svan (seven 
times the world champion) and Torgny 
Mogren, Sweden; and Vladimir Smirnov, 
Estonia. In the women's races, the win
ners included: Elena Valbe, Soviet Union; 
Trude Dybendahl, Norway; Stefani a 
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Belmondo and Manuela di Centa, Italy. At 
Albertville, the Scandinavian countries are 
again expected to win the lion's share. 

BIAtHLON 
The event at Courchevel combines cross
country skiing and rifle-shooting. The 
1992 Games will add a women's biathlon. 
In the midst of a grueling race, partici
pants must enter a shooting range and fire 
at a standing position five times at five tar
gets, then fall into a prone position to fire 
again five shots at five targets (entering 
the range two times in the 4 x 7.5-kilome
ter relay and 10 kilometer sprint and four 
times with the 20-kilometer individual 
race). Says the former U.S. biathlete Don 
Nielson: "Skiing and shooting is a mar
riage made in hell. It's a physical contra
diction of impossible proportions. Biath
lon is turning from a rabbit to a rock and 
then back again." 

Outlook: The Soviets and the N orwe
gians have traditionally been the leaders 
with the Germans and Finns not far be
hind. Other teams are unbalanced, having 
either strong skiing or marksmanship 
skills, but not both. The U.S. team, for ex
ample, is said to excel on the shooting 
range but is weak in cross-country skiing. 
One American hopeful is Anna Sonnerup. 

SKI JUMPING 
Held at Courchevel, the jumps will be 
somewhat sheltered from the wind. 

Outlook: Norway (where ski jumping 
began), Austria, and Finland are expected 
to continue their dominance of this sport, 
as the 1991 World Nordic Championships 
proved in February 1991. Franci Petek of 
Yugoslavia, who won the world title for the 
men's long jump, is expected to surprise 
audiences at Courchevel. 

COMBINED NORDIC 
Ski-jumping is combined with a cross
country race. 

Outlook: Norway is expected to con
tinue its lead, having already won eight of 
the 16 Nordic-combined events at past 
Olympics. Austria and France are also ex
pected to be medalists. Japan may repeat 
its 1991 World Championships perform
ance and place third in the team heats. 

IcE HocKEY 
Three games daily throughout the 15 days 
until the final on Sunday, February 23 be
fore the closing ceremony. 

Outlook: The Soviet Union has domi
nated the game with a record seven gold 
medals (1956, 1964, 1972, 1976, 1984, 
1988). It is expected to add an eighth if it 
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comes as a Soviet or Russian republic 
team. 

Boas LED 
Athletes reach speeds of 120 kilometers 
per hour on a 1500-meter-long course with 

"[The luge] athletes 

reach speeds of up to 7 5 

m.p.h. and complete the 

course in under 30 

seconds." 

19 bends. During construction and devel
opment, the run at La Plagne has had 
structural problems. The mountain slope 
is prone to shifts that threaten to rupture 
the track and break tubes carrying the poi
sonous freezing agent ammonia. Damage 
to the freezing system could cause melted 
patches of ice, which would be disastrous 
to bobsleds traveling at high speeds 
against gravitational pull reaching four 
times the force we experience at sea level 
(4 Gs, which means the quadrupling of 
body weight). 

Outlook: Switzerland, where the first re
corded bobsled race was held in Davos, is 
favored to continue its lead. At the world 
races in February, Switzerland's Gustav 
Weder led victories in individual and team 
heats. Germany's team, though, will be a 
tough challenger and may prevent Swit
zerland from winning all the gold. 

LuGE 
Lying on their backs, feet first, on top of a 
small sled, athletes reach speeds of up to 
75 m.p.h. and complete the course in un
der 30 seconds. The appearance of simply 
lying down to ride the track is deceptive. 
Controlling the direction and speed of the 
luge against the pull of gravity and wind 
demands tremendous strength. 

Outlook: The former GDR dominated the 
sport with rapid progress by the Soviets af
ter substantial investments. The Ameri
cans have failed to place in the top-three in 
world or Olympics competition. If Calgary 
is the best guide to Albertville's results, 
the Germans can be expected to win virtu
ally all the medals. 

SPEED SKAnNG 
Athletes reach speeds of 50 k.p.h. on a 
400-meter oval course-about eight kilo
meters per hour slower than a racehorse. 

Outlook: One bright hope for the U.S. 
team is Bonnie Blair, whose five of six 

brothers and sisters have been national 
speed skating champions. Other Ameri
can hopefuls include 1988 Olympiad Dan 
Jansen and Nick Thometz. The Germans, 
Soviets, Dutch, and Canadians have tradi
tionally dominated the sport and are ex
pected to be the main competitors at 
Albertville. 

FIGURE SKAnNG AND IcE 
DANCING 
Single skaters are required to do com
pulsory, or school, figures, a short pro
gram, and a freestyle program. For the 
compulsories, judges look at the perfec
tion of shapes and the exactness of the 
tracings. The figures must be executed 
three times on each foot with no stop as 
the shapes are retraced. For the short 
program, the individual or pair is re
quired to perform seven movements 
within two minutes. The four-minute, 
freestyle program enables skaters to 
paint an image on the blank, white can
vas of the ice rink; there are no rules 
governing the movements or music cho
sen. In the short program, judges evalu
ate the technical perfection of the move
ments. In the freestyle program, judges 
look at the technical (including the de
gree of difficulty) and artistic merit of 
the performance. 

Outlook: Many expect a repeat of the 
placings at the world championships in 
Munich. For women: Kristi Yamaguchi, 
United States (placed first at Munich); 
Tonya Harding, United States (second); 
Nancy Kerrigan, United States (third). 
Two possible surprises in Albertville: 
Midori Ito , Japan, and Surya Bonaly, 
France. 

For men: Kurth Browning, Canada 
(first); Viktor Petrenso, Soviet Union (sec
ond); and Todd Eldridge, United States 
(third). 

For figure skating pairs: Isabelle and 
Paul Duchesnay, France (first); Marina 
Klimova and Serguei Ponomarenko, So
viet Union (second); and Maia Usova and 
Alexander Zhulin, Soviet Union (third). 
Ice dancing: the Soviets Natali a Mich
koutienok and Artur Dimitriev followed by 
the Canadians Lloyd Eisler and Isabelle 
Brasseur. E 

James D. Spellman is a freelance writer in Geneva, 
Switzerland. 
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Spreading 
the Olynipic Spirit 

he main sponsors of the Albertville Winter Olympics, 

all heavyweights in the French economy, have 

founded an association known as the Coubertin Club. 
It guarantees them exclusive advertising rights in 

their category of products or services in return for significant 

financial and technical commitments to the Games. Exactly how 
much they have paid for their club membership has not been 

divulged, but a healthy percentage of the estimated $200 million 
generated by commercialization of the Games probably came 
from this group. 

Some of these top sponsors have 
started spreading the Olympic spirit well 
in advance of the actual start of the Games 
in February. The French Post Office, 
which just recently changed its status 
from a Government institution to an inde
pendent company, is very busy right now 
delivering the Olympic flame around 
France. On December 14, a special 
Concorde flight brought the flame, snug 
and safe inside a stylish-looking miner's 
lamp, from Athens to Paris, for the begin
ning of the Post Office-sponsored Olympic 
Torch Relay. 

A torch relay has been a traditional pre
lude to the Winter Olympics since the 
1952 Oslo Games. But this particular re
lay, like everything about the Albertville 
Olympics, has taken on spectacular, 
sprawling proportions. The relay is a two
month, mid-winter marathon running the 
length and breadth of France, bringing 
the Olympic flame through all22 regions, 
to cover 2,000 communities. ''We thought 
that all of France should participate in this 
relay," explained Post Office Olympic del
egate Georges Laveau. "We're covering 
5,500 kilometers, over a period of 57 days 
without stopping. No Sundays, no rest 

Sponsors of the 1992 Games 

Join in the Fun 
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The Coubertin Club 

Company Type of Products or Services 

IBM ..... . ........................ Computer equipment and services 

Credit Lyonnais ..................... Banking services 

Renault ............................ Motor vehicles 

Bis ................................ Temporary personnel 

AGF .............................. Insurance 

Evian .............................. Mineral water, alcohol-free beer 

Candia-Yoplait ...................... Dairy products 

Alcatel ............................. Telecommunications equipment 

France Telecom ..................... TV and public video and audio 

Thomson SNCF (French Railways) .... Nationwide goods and passenger 
transportation 

La Paste (French Post Office) ......... Postal services 

days like on the Tour de France, nothing. 
And those 57 days will bring us to 
Albertville on February 8, at 5 P.M., to be 
quite precise," he added. 

Thousands of hands will carry the 
Olympic flame on its frosty ramble 
through the French countryside. From 
66,000 applicants, 5,500 youngsters aged 
15 to 20 were drawn at random as torch
bearers. Each of them is jogging just one 
kilometer (slightly over half a mile), be
fore handing on the torch. On an average 
100-kilometer day, each teenager must be 
picked up and dropped off at the right 
spot. The relay will be supported by a cara
van of vehicles supplied by Renault, an
other Olympic sponsor-all moving at a 
stately six miles per hour. 

Fifty-seven French cities and towns are 
hosting the day's relay team overnight. 
From Lille in the north to Marseille in the 
south, local mayors are lining up to wel
come the flame. Each evening a public 
ceremony in the most historic spot in 
town will be followed by an Olympic 
sound-and-light show conceived by elec
tronic musician Jean-Michel Jarre. 

The longest day of the torch relay, start
ing in the pitch-dark at 3 A.M., will be the 
160-kilometer, 16-hour stretch between 
Rauen and Le Havre, which includes a 
side trip to the home of the Olympics' 
founding father, Baron de Coubertin, at 
Mirville. The coldest day, according to the 
Post Office's Laveau, is likely to be the one 
spent on the Mediterranean island of 
Corsica, to which the flame and its bearers 
will travel by postal plane. Laveau says 
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"Thousands of hands 

will carry the Olympic 

flame on its frosty 

ramble through the 

French countryside." 

that, "as strange as it may seem, that is the 
highest point of the whole relay, with a lot 
of snow in winter. But we've asked local 
authorities everywhere to keep the roads 
as clear as possible. That may mean we'll 
see snowplows at the head of the convoy." 

The Post Office vows that neither sleet, 
ice, nor snow will stop the Olympic flame 
from arriving in Albertville on time. 
Granted, the sleek, stainless steel torch 
created by avant-garde designer Philippe 
Starck does not look particularly weather
proof. But should a wintry blast extinguish 
it, a reliable backup has been provided. 
The original Olympic flame from Greece 
that launched the whole relay is coming 
along in its impregnable miner's lamp to 
ensure that the show can go on. 

Two other main sponsors beside the 
French Post Office have involved thou
sands of youngsters in the run-up to the 
Olympics. Three years ago, the dairy 
products producer Yoplait became an of
ficial partner in the ''Youth of the World" 
program created by COJO, the organiz
ing committee for the Albertville Olym-

pies. Over a period of two-and-a-half 
years, the program brought six groups 
of young athletes-1,992 in all, from 160 
countries-to the Savoy region, to ex
plore the Olympic sites and to participate 
in the mountain sports together. From 
the ideas exchanged at those meetings, 
Yoplait published a declaration last June 
called "The Yoplait Charter, Generation 
'92." It is a 15-step blueprint for the 
future that calls on the youth of the 
world to fight such international evils as 
drugs, pollution, racism, and wars; to 
work together for equality, freedom, and 
peace; and to uphold the Olympic values 
of sportsmanship and fair play. 

Yoplait's sister company, Candia, also a 
producer of milk products, has taken the 
Olympics into the classroom. It has devel
oped the "Ecolympique" teaching pack
age-a program designed to teach chil
dren about the Winter Games and the 
region in which they are taking place. 
Candia distributed 20,000 Olympic kits 
free of charge to primary schools through
out France. 

French children will not just know all 
about the Albertville Games; some of 
them will play a direct part in them. The 
French organizing committee has decided 
to give children the honor of presenting 
the 330 Olympic medals (110 gold, 110 sil
ver, 110 bronze) . It will be a first, but then 
so will the medals. The French glass
maker Lalique, under a private arrange
ment that falls outside normal sponsor
ship rules, created them specially for 
Albertville-out of crystal. They are en
tirely handmade, set in gold, silver, or 
bronze, finely engraved with a mountain 
scene against which the five Olympic 
rings stand out in relief. 

The French are confident that these 
XVIth Winter Olympics will be a spectacu
lar success. After all, no detail, however 
small, has been neglected. When the $210 
million Olympic highway to Albertville 
was opened in October, for example, it in
cluded a crapoduc, an underpass for a 
colony of rare toads living in the area. The 
toad pipe had to be widened to two lanes, 
because the toads refused to hop over 
each another in one lane. Now the most 
athletic toads, those planning on making it 
to the Olympics, can hop into the 
fast lane. E 

Ester Laushway is a contributing editor in Paris. 
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s 1992 begins, the French are uneasily combining 
economic success with political disarray. With Ger
many now in economic turbulence, France could 
credibly lay claim to the title of Europe's best man

aged economy. But politically and psychologically, many French 
analysts say the country is in the midst of a kind of national iden
tity crisis. Increasingly, this winter, the French are questioning 
their country's political institutions and its role in Europe and 
the wider world. 

Pushing to Become the E . C.'s Economic Leader 
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There has been a dramatic erosion of 
confidence in the leadership of 75-year-old 
socialist President Fran<;ois Mitterrand, 
now more than 10 years in office, and his 
Prime Minister, Edith Cresson, appointed 
last May. 

With Europe in a state of historic up
heaval for the last two years, France 
seems to be finding it harder to adjust 
than most other countries. And there is a 
vague but widespread fear throughout the 
country that in the new European order 
France may turn out to be one of the main 
losers. 

It isnot unusual for the French to exam
ine the state of their nation and draw dra
matically pessimistic conclusions. The last 
time the country passed through a period 
known as la crise, in the 1970s and 1980s, 
it lasted roughly 15 years. This time, how
ever, there are important differences. 

While the "crisis" that started in 1973, 
the year of the first oil shock, was largely 
economic, today's is mainly political. True 
to its origins, "la crise" ebbed as the 
economy strengthened. French analysts 
and politicians say it finally disappeared in 
the boom years of the late 1980s. By then, 
after years of unusual financial self-disci
pline, France had established its creden
tials as a prosperous, strong-currency 
country, dedicated to low inflation and the 
principles, if not always the practice, of a 
free-market economy. 

The French could, at least in some re
spects, hope to hold their own with Ger
many-the economic model they have 
striven to emulate ever since Mitterrand 
abandoned doctrinaire socialist econom
ics in 1983. Although unemployment is 
now heading for double figures and the 
trade deficit remains worrisome, the 
French last year achieved a long-sought 
goal by bringing their inflation rate down 
below Germany's. And the prosperity is 
still there. 

Although economic growth slowed 
over the last two years, falling to 1.4 per
cent in 1991, France has been less 
touched by recession than many other 
Western nations, including the United 
States. The hope is now for a modest up
turn, to perhaps 2.3 percent, in 1992. 

Anyone visiting Paris today can see 
that, by the standards of the late 20th cen
tury, this is a wealthy, clean, safe, and 
mostly well-run city. Around the country, 
huge new infrastructure projects are un
der way-new highways are being built, 
airports expanded, and the high-speed 
train network extended throughout the 
nation and beyond. 

All this was originally planned to make 
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The, Savox Without Skis 
' ~ ~ 

Hosting the 1992 Winter Olympics has 
given the French Savoy region a mighty 
shot in the arm, which has made its 
economy spring ahead, covering 15 years of 
economic growth in only five years. But the 
Olympic boom has had the drawback of 
focusing almost exclusive attention on 13 of 
the Savoy's biggest ski resorts, already 
cranuned with tourists, while the rest of the 
region is still waiting to be discovered. 

You do not have to be a Superskier, or 
any kind of skier at all, to savor the Savoy. 
It has crisp air, clear lakes, and majestic Alps 
etched against the sky, with deep valleys in 
folds that shelter orchards, vineyards, and 
idyllic villages. And the Savoyards are so 
friendly and eager to show you the region's 
beauties that you will develop a whole new 
opinion ofFrench hospitality. 

You can begin by exploring some of the 
Savoy's fascinating history. Astonishingly, it 
has only been part of France since 1860. 
Before that it was a fiercely independent 
state, whose ruling family, the House of Sa
voy, controlled the high mountain pass and 
became known far and wide as "the Gate
keepers of the Alps." For centuries the 
Savoy had closer ties with its Italian neigh
bors to the east than with France. Italian in
fluence is still visible everywhere: in the 
wam1 shades of the houses, in mansions built 
around an inner courtyard (whereas French 
architecture prefers the courtyard in front), 
in the proliferation of baroque chapels and 
in the widespread use of trompe l'oeil, deco
rative artvvork that creates an optical illusion 
that you can find in even the smallest village. 

The Savoy's historic capital ofChambery 
(population 55,000) makes an ideal starting 
point for a trip back to the past. Built in the 
Middle Ages, entirely on stilts because of the 
marshy ground it sits on, it is a discreetly 

France the transportation hub of Western 
Europe in the next century and help un
derpin the role it sees for itself as the cen
ter of the Continent's culture and civiliza
tion. But one of the roots of the latest crisis 
appears to be an uneasy feeling that 
France's central position in Europe is now 
more threatened than at any time since 
the end of World War II. 

Many French people fear that the cen
ter of European gravity is inexorably shift
ing eastward, to the benefit of a Germany, 

elegant town, dominated by the Castle of 
the Dukes of Savoy, an austere castle now 
occupied by government offices. Nearby 
you can lose yourself in a warren of medi
eval alleys that have graceful stairways, tall 
towers, arches, and fountains hidden away 
in their maze. When you emerge, head for 
Chambery's most whimsical sight: the 
Fountain of the Elephants. Built in 1838, in 
memory of the General de Boigne, who 
brought back a fortune from the Indies and 
spent it on his hometown, the fountain has 
four massive elephant heads around its base. 
They stare dumbly at you, as . if they were 
wondering where they had left their tails. 
The locals are just a little embarrassed by this 
explosion of Oriental kitsch, but it is won
derful snapshot fodder for tourists. 

Sightseeing invariably works up an appe
tite. You need not worry. The Savoy's 
cooking is as rich as its history. Inspired by 
the excellent local cheeses-like the creamy, 
savory Reblochon, with its soft, golden-yel
low crust, or the smooth, mellow Beaufort, 
the "prince of Gruyeres"-it also features 
the region's smoked meats and spicy sau
sages. To enjoy it, you have to throw all 
cholesterol caution to the winds. A typical 
tartiflette, for example, consists of layers of 
potato, onion, and melted cheese, dripping 
with creme fralche (sour cream), chives, and 
garlic. You can find tills, and other rib-stick
ing dishes, served with a generous hand in 
rustic little restaurants and country auberges 
all over the Savoy. 

For a less copious, but very special, meal, 
visit Les Chataigniers in La Rochette, a 30-
minute drive from Chambery. In a turn-of
the-century private home that exudes com
fort and good taste, you can get wonderful 
French cuisine and be entertained at the 
same time. Chef Philippe Roman is also a 

which, though now friendly, has consis
tently posed the biggest threat to French 
independence in modern history. Some of 
these fears seem to find their expression 
in a resurgent nationalism-seen at its 
most innocent in the frenzied outbursts 
after France defeated the United States to 
win the Davis Cup international tennis 
championship at the end of last year. 

A more sinister, defensive kind of na
tionalism pervades the extreme right N a
tional Front Party, which has gained 



man of the theater, who, if your French is 
up to it, will recite witty culinary variations 
on famous French prose or poetry for you 
between courses. 

Light or heavy, a Savoy meal is best 
washed down with some of the local wines. 

Abymes, which takes its name from where 
it is planted-on the fallen rocks of the mas
sive Mont Granier landslide of 1248-is 
light, dry, and fruity. 

By this time you may feel that travel is 
broadening more than your mind. Never 

A wide range of whites, reds, 
and roses are vinted on the 
shores of Lake Bourget, 
France's biggest and deepest 
natural lake, and along the 

Once an independent state 
controlled by the Savoy 

family, the region has been 
a part of France only since 

1860. 

mind- the Savoy even has a 
wine for dieters. The white 
hawthorn-scented Crery is a 
powerful diuretic and is served 

riverbanks south of Cham-
bery. They are wines with strong personali
ties, well worth getting acquainted with, 
and that you will have a hard time finding 
outside of France. At the Chateau "La 
Gentilhomrniere" in St.-Jeoire-Prieure, an 
11th-century castle vineyard, you can 
sample 11 different varieties! Among the 
reds, the Mondeuse is the most unusual, 
with a strong, earthy flavor; the white 

strongly in the opinion polls over the past 
year. The National Front, stridently anti
immigrant, now regularly scores around 
15 percent in the polls. More than double 
that number say they generally approve of 
its hard-line policies on immigration. An
other less tangible consequence seems to 
be a greater hesitancy toward economic 
and political integration in the E. C. among 
the parties of the center-right opposition, 
many of whom were previously ardent 
proponents of a federal Europe. 

as part of the weight-loss pro
gram in the region's health 

spas. There are four of them: Aix-les-Bains, 
Challes-les-Eaux, La Lechere, and Bride
les-Bains. Since the last two are hosting ath
letes and journalists during the Winter 
Olympics, and Challes is closed from Octo
ber to April, head to Aix, which is the big
gest and most fashionable of the lot, if you 
want to leave the Savoy svelte. 

You should plan another trip in late 

A central problem is that the end of the 
cold war in Europe, combined with the 
growing strength of Germany, has irrepa
rably undermined two of the main pillars 
of France's post-war foreign policy. The 
first was to keep Germany within a tightly 
run E.C., in which France was the domi
nant political-and military-power. The 
second was to exploit superpower con
frontation to carve out an independent 
world role for France, enhancing French 
national influence and prestige dispropor-

spring sometime, when the Alpine mead
ows are ablaze with color and you can 
hike along the 300 miles of marked trails 
in the Vanoise National Park, keeping 
watch for herds of ibex (sturdy mountain 
goats with superb curved horns), the 
smaller, shier chamois, or the round, furry, 
not at all shy marmot. You see, on skis, the 
Savoy is just a paradise in winter. But off 
them, it is a holiday heaven all year round. 
-Ester Laushway 

Savoy: Facts and Figures 

Useful Addresses 

tionately to the country's actual size. 
Now Germany is rapidly becoming the 

strongest economic and political power in 
the European Community. And French in
fluence appears to be diminishing further 
as new Northern and Eastern European 
states, probably looking to Germany for 
leadership, join the Community over the 
coming years. Serious French commenta
tors warn that Germany is planning to cre
ate a sinister new 'Teutonic bloc" in Cen
tral Europe-a fear that scarcely finds an 
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echo in the other E. C. countries. 
Meanwhile the collapse of the Soviet 

Union has removed France's ability to 
play Moscow and Washington against 
each other-and raised serious questions 
about the usefulness and desirability of 

tributed to the decline in Mitterrand's own 
standing. Ironically, Mitterrand named 
Cresson Prime Minister apparently in the 
hope that she would restore the Socialist 
Party's sagging fortunes in the run-up to 
the next Parliamentary elections in 1993. 

Mitterrand, currently in his second seven-year term, recently admitted that even he sometimes feels that 
14 years is too long. 

the French strategic nuclear deterrent. 
These developments have coincided 

with growing doubts, not least inside his 
own party, as to whether Mitterrand is the 
best person to lead France into the new 
European order that is taking shape. As 
the pace of events in Europe has acceler
ated over the past two years, Mitterrand 
has seemed to many-inside and outside 
France-to be nostalgic for the division of 
Europe ratified at Yalta in 1945. 

Mitterrand, initially cool toward Ger
man unification, has been reluctant to wel
come the ex-communist states of Eastern 
and Central Europe into the Community. 
He has preferred, instead, to try to pro
mote an ill-defined European Confedera
tion. One of the main purposes for this 
ambigious position seems, at least to 
many Eastern Europeans, to be to keep 
them out of the Community for the fore
seeable future. 

At home, Mitterrand is widely thought 
to have made an uncharacteristic political 
blunder in promoting Cresson to the 
Prime Minister's office. Cresson has 
turned out to be one of the least popular 
Prime Ministers in recent years, and her 
plummeting approval ratings have con-
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Instead, all the opinion polls now forecast 
a crushing defeat for the socialists. 

The man Cresson replaced as Prime 
Minister, Michel Rocard, is widely seen as 
better placed than before to run in the 
1995 Presidential elections-even though 
Mitterrand is widely believed not to want 
Rocard to be his successor. And there is 
recurring speculation in Paris that 
Cresson may soon be ousted-perhaps to 
be replaced by Jacques Delors, the Presi
dent of the E. C. Commission. 

Cresson's problems were further com
pounded last month when she was obliged 
by a revolt in her own party to back down 
on a plan for compensating AIDS virus vic
tims infected by contaminated blood trans
fusions in a scandal that has shocked the 
nation. Although compensation will still be 
made, Cresson had to withdraw a highly 
unpopular suggestion that it be financed 
through a levy on accident and damage in
surance policies. More broadly, the scan
dal, in which the French authorities are al
leged to have knowingly allowed tainted 
blood to be used for transfusions during the 
1980s, also added to the current mood of 
cynicism about the way the country is ad
ministered. 

Another symptom of that cynicism, ac
cording to French analysts, is a growing 
dissatisfaction with the country's main po
litical parties and the political institutions 
in which they operate. The skepticism is 
exacerbated by the way the minority so
cialist Government has taken to pushing 
controversial measures through Parlia
ment by decree-challenging the opposi
tion to a vote of confidence-because it 
lacks a Parliamentary majority. As are
sult, this theory goes, people with griev
ances are increasingly taking to the 
streets to protest rather than seeking so
lutions through the country's regular insti
tutional and political channels. Recent 
months have seen strikes and demonstra
tions by farmers, transportation workers, 
dockers, nurses, auto workers, air traffic 
controllers, and others, which have fur
ther soured the political climate. 

A common complaint is that, after 
nearly a decade of austerity, the socialist 
Government is not distributing the fruits 
of prosperity to those who deserve it 
most-its own supporters. 

Many would say the problem lies 
deeper and that constitutional change is 
needed to give greater power to the Par
liament and ultimately to the voter, and 
less to the President. And that is indeed 
what Mitterrand has now espoused as 
the best way out of his current crisis. 
Proposals under study include reducing 
the President's term from seven to six or 
five years, or limiting the Presidency to 
one seven-year term. It is not yet clear 
whether such proposals would apply to 
Mitterrand or wait for his successor. 
Mitterrand, currently in his second 
seven-year term, recently admitted that 
even he sometimes feels that 14 years is 
too long. At the same time, the socialists 
are considering changing the electoral 
system, probably by re-injecting an ele
ment of proportional representation, for 
the 1993 Parliamentary elections. 

Mitterrand' s critics accuse him of try
ing to manipulate the system to his own 
advantage and to his party's advantage; 
they insist that this belated conversion to 
constitutional reform will in the end cre
ate more problems for him than it solves. 
But his supporters believe that Mitter
rand has found the way both to regain 
the initiative and to tackle one of the 
main strands of the country's political 
crisis. It is far too early, they say, to write 
off such a wily old fox. E 

Reginald Dale is economic and financial editor of the 
International Herald Tribune and a contributing edi
tor to Europe. 



Valery Giscard 
d'Estaing is the only 
living ex-President of 
France; but he has never 
quite accepted the "ex" 
part of that description. 

Indeed, since he was 
voted out of office by dis
enchanted French voters 
in 1981, he has never 
stopped working to engi
neer a comeback. 

Elected to the Presi-

dency in 1974, at the 
dazzlingly young age of 
48, Giscard d'Estaing is 
still only 65 ( 10 years 
younger than current 
President Franfois 
Mitterrand), and it is 
conceivable to imagine 
him back in the Elysee 
Palace after the next 
Presidential elections 
due in 1995. 

As the leader of one of 
France's main center
right opposition parties, 
the UDF, he has long been 
maneuvering to position 
himself as the Right's 
leading Presidential con
tender. So, too, has his 
main rival jacques 
Chirac, the Gaullist 
leader. 

In the past 10 years, 
Giscard d'Estaing has 
devoted long and often 
unglamorous hours to 
rebuilding his career
as a member of the 
French and European 
Parliaments (he re-

PR FILES 
MICHEL ROCARD, 61, was unceremoniously bundled 

out of the Prime Minister's office by President Fran~ois 
Mitterrand last spring. Ironically that may have put him 

in a better position to become Mitterrand's successor 
in the 1995 Presidential elections. 

It's no secret in Paris that Mitterrand does not get on 
well with Rocard and would prefer to be succeeded by 
someone else, perhaps another former socialist Prime 

Minister, laurent Fabius. 

Socialists of the Mitterrand faction have accused the 
more centrist-leaning Rocard of compro
mising the party's once dominant left
wing ideology. Mitterrand appointed him 

Prime Minister, in part at least, to win 
centrist support for his minority govern
ment in 1988. 

But with Mitterrand's popularity plum
meting, Rocard's friends say it's good that 
he has taken some distance from the gov
ernment, now led by the unpopular, and 
more left-wing, Edith Cresson, who suc

ceeded Rocard last May. 
Rocard, of course, has two challenges 

before he can succeed Mitterrand in the Elysee Palace. 
First, he must defeat Fabius and other contenders to 
become the official Socialist Party candidate; then he 
must defeat the standard-bearer of the Right. 

A man of great charm, Rocard worked hard and 
adopted a generally low profile as Prime Minister. In 
contrast to other European Parliamentary democra
cies, the Prime Minister in France is usually overshad-

signed from the French 
Parliament in 1989 to 
avoid a conflict), and in 
local government as Presi
dent of the Regional 
Council of his native 
Auvergne. 

In 1988, he published a 
best-selling book entitled 
Power and Life, which re
vealed intimate details of 
his life in the Elysee and 
his personal contacts with 
other world leaders, which 
probably enhanced his 
standing with the French 

public. 
A crystal-clear thinker 

and a brilliant economist, 
Giscard d'Estaing was 
one of France's most suc
cessful Finance Ministers 
before his election to the 
Presidency. It was the 
same path followed in 
Germany by Giscard 
d'Estaing's great friend 
and colleague, former 
Chancellor Helmut 
Schmidt. 

In the 1970s, the two 
men together helped 

owed by the President and has little or no role, for ex
ample, in foreign policy. 

A socialist activist for 40 years, several times a 
Minister, and a losing Presidential candidate in 1969, 
Rocard is well-versed in the arts of political struggle 
and survival. During 
his three years as 
Prime Minister, he 
successfully fought 

off a dozen votes of 
no confidence that 
often came close to 
bringing down his 

minority adminis
tration. 

Rejecting the ex
tremism of both left 
and Right, Rocard 
has long worked to 
solve problems by common sense and compromise. 
As Prime Minister, he tried several times, unsuccess
fully, to defuse the explosive issue of immigration by 
calling for a broad bipartisan approach. 

He helped his party away from marxism and toward 
the free market principles that the socialist main
stream now largely endorses. As Prime Minister, he 
once told The New York Times that he regarded 

to day's French socialists as the equivalent of left-wing 
Democrats in the United States, in the tradition of 
George McGovern. 
-Reginald Dale 

shape Europe's-and to a 
lesser extent the world's
juture. They were instru
mental in launching the 
E. C. on the path toward 
economic and monetary 
union. Now, Giscard 
d'Estaing, like Schmidt, 
bewails the lack of eco
nomic expertise and intel
lectual weight of the 
world's current leaders. 

Giscard d'Estaing is a 
natural gentleman. As a 
politician, however, he 
has an unfortunate flaw: 

the inability to project em
pathy with the ordinary 
voter. The harder he tries 
the more he seems to 
make matters worse, rein
forcing a widely perceived 
image of patrician haugh
tiness. 

He has dropped broad 
hints that if fate denies 
him a second chance as 
President of France, he 
would settle for President 
of Europe-if such a job 
were to come into being in 
his political lifetime. 
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U.S. Con1panies 
In Love With France 

espite the tough language often exchanged between 
American and French trade officials, the love affair 
between France and the United States remains 
strong, as do commercial ties. The French adore 

American jeans and computers as much as Americans love 
French wine and cheese, a fact that helps make France the 
United States' eighth largest trading partner. 

While U.S. officials fret over America's 
trade deficit, one bright spot is France, 
where, according to the Commerce De
partment, the U.S. trade surplus for 1991 
was projected at $2 billion after a $500 mil
lion surplus in 1990. 

New York fashion designer Oscar de la 
Renta is one example of Americans cash
ing in on the French love of things Ameri
can, having made a splash at the 1991 
Paris ready-to-wear shows. 

Good reviews in Paris are the key to the 
European fashion market, and de la Renta 
parlayed his performance into orders from 
more than a dozen new European custom
ers. Oscar de la Renta is just one of many 
American labels one can find in Paris 
shops. Esprit and Ralph Lauren have 
opened high-profile boutiques in the 
French capital. And familiar American 
names like Timberland and Oshkosh 
B'Gosh can be found in retail stores, not to 
mention the ever-present Levi's. 

Years ago, U.S. apparel makers were 
reluctant to venture into the French mar
ket, in part because of the strong dollar. 
But U.S. trade officials say American 
men's and children's apparel has been 
well received at recent Paris trade 
shows, and American women's wear will 
make its major debut at an American De
signers Pavilion at the upcoming spring 
trade show. 

Trade officials say U.S. sportswear and 

Buying American is Chic 

e Ia Renta was a hit on the Paris 
ircuit last year. As a result his ready-to· 
collections have attracted a number of 

European buyers. 
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American toy manufacturer Toys-A-Us wants to 
capitalize on the French love of toys. France spends 
more per capita on toys each year than any other 
European country. 
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other "very American things" are good 
prospects for the French market. Com
panies like Timberland make the most of 
"a strong feeling for the outdoors" that 
appeals to the French, says Philippe 
J acquier, director of Timberland France. 

But when a pair of 
shoes has a price 
tag close to $200, a 
solid name brand 
and impeccable 
quality also are im
portant in France, 
he adds. 

Apparel repre
sents only a small 
part of the $15.5 bil
lion in U.S. exports 
to France, far behind 
engineering, elec
tronics, computers, 
and computer acces
sories. The bread 

and butter of U.S. business in France re
mains the industrial and agricultural gi
ants with deep roots in France. IBM, Ford, 
and Cargill are the top three U.S. employ
ers in France, with their subsidiaries 
grossing an annual total of 68 billion 
francs ($12 billion) and a combined pay
roll of more than 25,000. 

Major U.S. multinationals like Allied 
Signal, Proctor & Gamble, Eastman 
Kodak, 3M, Dow, and others are well en
trenched in France, in most cases manu
facturing locally. A major wave of U.S. ex
pansion to France came in the 1960s 
(although IBM says its presence through a 
forerunner to the company dates back to 
1914). Currently the trend is toward high 
technology, and firms like IBM and Apple 
have chosen Paris for their European 
headquarters. Hewlett-Packard went even 
further, moving its worldwide personal 
computer division headquarters to 
Grenoble in 1991. Sun Microsystems, 
Digital Equipment, and NeXt also have 
French units. 

U.S. investment in France has been 
growing as companies try to gain a foothold 
in the unified E. C. market. Direct U.S. in
vestment in France in 1990 was $2.2 billion, 
more than double the figure for 1988. 

"I think a big reason for choosing 
France is its central location," says 
Laurent Moquet, assistant director of the 
New York-based Invest irt France 
Agency. 'There are two main axes in Eu
rope: Rome-London and Copenhagen
Madrid. And both of these cross through 
France." This geographic factor, Moquet 
says, was critical in France's winning out 
over Spain in the competition for Euro 

Disneyland, which at $4 billion is one of 
the largest U.S. corporate investments 
ever in Europe. 

Among other signs of the strategic lo
cation of France, Coca-Cola recently 
opened what has been billed as "the 
world's largest" Coke bottling facility in 
Dunkerque, aimed at serving not only 
the E.C. but cola-thirsty markets in East
ern Europe as well. 

Haagen Daaz, a New Jersey-based unit 
of Pillsbury-Grand Metropolitan, also bet 

· on France with a $360 million plant for 
its American ice cream-introduced suc
cessfully in the E.C. over the last two 
years. ''This shows [that] you can cover 
the entire European market from France," 
says Moquet. 

Some U.S. retailers also see France as 
a key market. Toys-R-Us has set up 
hypermarches in the Paris region, hoping 
to capitalize on France's per capita 
spending on toys, which is the highest in 
Europe. 

France also is seen as one of Europe's 
hottest markets for franchising, and U.S. 
chains are at the top of the list. McDon
ald's and Burger King have long been 
present, but names like Athlete's Foot, 
Quality Inns, and Best Western are 
growing. 

The French have long battled against 
an image of an inflation-prone economy 
wracked by labor disputes and poor pro
ductivity. But officials in France say that 
figures tell another story. The Govern
ment is especially proud to point out that 
the inflation rate in France in 1991 was 
lower than Germany's for the first time 
in recent memory and that inflation has 
been held under 4 percent since 1986. 
French overall labor costs are about 25 
percent lower than those in Germany, 
and the unionization rate is the lowest in 
the Community. 

''The French economy is stable," Mo
quet says. "Paradoxically it was a socialist 
Government that opened up an economy 
that had been more socialist oriented." 

Taxation is another area where the 
French reputation has discouraged U.S. 
business. While overall taxes and social 
charges still represent about 44 percent 
of France's G P, the corporate tax rate 
has come down from 50 percent in 1984 
to 34 percent today. A planned drop in 
the rate to 33.3 percent during 1993 will 
make France's "the lowest in the E.C." 
Moquet says. E 

Robert Lever is a correspondent for United Press In
ternational who reported from Paris for the last three 
years. 



Panorama of 
EC Industry 1991-92 

Published by the European Communities 

The Panorama ofEC Industry is the European Communities' 
biennial compilation of past and present statistics complete 
with analyses and forecasts on over 180 sectors of manufac
turing and service industries. By focusing upon the dynamic 
aspects of industry, such as structural changes, the effects of 
new technologies, environmental regulations, new or forth
coming legislation and changes in cost structures, the Pano
rama is an integral part of its readers' policy and business 
decisions. 

You'll find detailed discussions on: 

eindividual industry structure; 
ethe current situation in the EC; 
•production, employment and trade; 
eMember Country comparisons; 
ecomparisons with the US and Japan; and 
efigures from 1980 to 1990 with forecasts of major sectors 
through 1992. 

Special chapters appraise: 

echanges in Eastern Europe; 
•patterns of mergers and acquisitions; 
e100 largest groups at the world and EC level; 
eeffects of foreign inward investment; 
eroles of small and medium enterprises; and 
•contributions of cooperative and non-profit 
organizations. 

Eastern Europe and the USSR: 
The Challenge of Freedom 
by Giles Merritt 

The changes in Central and Eastern Europe, intensified by 
the collapse of communism and recent dramatic events in the 
Soviet Union, represent a "challenge of freedom", not only 
for the region itself, but also for the West, and thus the 
European Community, as it approaches the completion of 
the European Single Market. 

Kogan Page, in association with the Commission of the 
European Communities, announces the publication of East
ern Europe and the USSR: The Challenge of Freedom, a 
fascinating and timely account by Giles Merritt, an economic 
and political commentator, and a columnist on European 
affairs for the International Herald Tribune. 
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Commission of the European Communities 

" ... highly recommended ... Panorama, most of all, 
has great instructional value on numerous aspects of 
major EC industries and their structure, which has 
tremendous use beyond the EC itself. " 

- Government Publications Review 

1991, 1152pp, Pbk, ISBN 92-826-3103-6 
Standing Order No. 814.00280,$140.00 

eexamines life in Europe after communism; 
eidentifies key policy areas where a new partnership is 
being forged between Eastern and Western Europe; 
econtains unpublished information on such major East
West problem areas as energy, environmental control, im
migration, trade relations, agriculture and more; 
eoffers privileged insight into the current thinking of EC 
officials, politicians and industrial leaders; and 
eanalyzes the factors that will determine whether the 
emerging market economies of Eastern Europe can be 
absorbed into the Single Market. 

Immensely readable and thought provoking, this book is 
essential reading for anyone concerned about the future of 
Eastern Europe and the USSR. 

1991, 256pp, Pbk, ISBN 0-7494-0516-3, $17.95 
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Organised to help time-conscious executives: 

- Find important new markets 
- Locate new suppliers and sources of funding 
- Understand complex laws and regulations 
- Identify potential business partners 
- Monitor key industry competitors. 

All the Information You 
Need Most When Dealing 
with the EC ... 
- Clear explanations of complex rules 

and regulations 
- Detailed Business profiles of each EC 

Member State 
- ·Contacts at over 700 professional associations 
-Directory of 187 Euro Information Centres 
- Official EC contacts throughout the 12 EC 

Member States, North America, and Japan 
- More than 300 specialised publications 

and databases. 

An Essential Part of 
Your Reference Libraty 
Other sources may require hours of reading to find the facts 
- this well-organised volume helps you. access the informa
tion you need in minutes. Contact names, phone numbers, 
addresses and fax numbers for hundreds of professionals and 
organisations worldwide will help you operate successfully 
throughout the EC. 

Praise for the Sourcebook: 
" .. . a wealth of information and a valuable resource". 

-International Trade Council 
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-Library Journal 
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- Institutional Investor 

" ... a useful, comprehensive guide to the vast labyrinth of 
information ". 

- Reference Book Bulletin 

Free, Limited
Time Offer 
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receive a free one year subscrip
tion of European Review, the news
letter of Arthur Andersen's EC 
Office. Published throughout the 
year for the Firm's worldwide 
clients, the newsletter covers cur

rent EC developments on a wide array of topics. 

500 Pages, 
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The World's Finest Radio 
Station 

LONDON-"If one took a 
bunch of money and said to a 
director-put together the 
best kind of international radio 
you can possibly devise-you 
would come up with some
thing like the BBC World 
Service." Those were among 
the first words spoken by 
former American hostage 
Thomas Sutherland after his 
release from five years of 
captivity in Beirut. 

Sutherland was voicing 
something that hundreds of 
millions of people around the 
world have known for a very 
long time: The BBC World 
Service is the world's finest 
radio station. For decades it 
has been the sole source of 
honest news reporting for 
people living in totalitarian 
states where all information is 
controlled and slanted by the 
Government. 

Sutherland and the other 
hostages in the Middle East 
gratefully revealed that the 
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radio service beamed around 
the world from London helped 
keep them sane and in touch 
with what was happening 
outside the walls of their 
hostage cells during their 
incarceration. 

A British building contrac
tor, Neville Norton, who had 
been held in detention in 
Saudi Arabia for 16 years 
because of a dispute over the 
construction of three royal 
palaces, said on his release in 
the summer that he had been 
kept going by the BBC World 

Service programs, especially 
the sports news about the 
fortunes of his favorite soccer 
team, Manchester United. 

The station was founded in 
1932 and has grown in 
popularity so that today it is 
listened to by 120 million 
people around the world. The 
BBC World Service puts out 
programs in 36 languages 
each day of the year, as well as 
a 24-hour service in English. 
Its particular strength lies in 
its output of news, comment, 
features, and discussion. 

Because it receives part of 
its budget from the Foreign 
Office, some people regard it 
as an unofficial diplomatic arm 
of the Government. However, 
despite its source of funding, 
the World Service prides itself 
on the way information is 
rigorously checked before 
being aired. John Tusa, the 
director general, says that 
"journalistic impartiality drives 
this place." 

Founded in 1932, the sse World Service now has over 120 million listeners : 
around the world. The broadcasts include news, commentary, and features in 36 : 
languages 365 days a year. 

The high standards of 
impartiality, which, at times, 
have led to furious rows 

between politicians and 
broadcasters, have made the 
headquarters at Bush House 
on Aldwich in the heart of 
London a mecca for broadcast
ers from all over the world. 
The warren of corridors 
linking the 56 studios and 
offices looks at times like a 
veritable United Nations with 
people from all over the world 
bustling about the halls. 

The importance of the 
World Service in keeping alive 
the voice of truth was under
lined by the fact that the Soviet 
Union used to spend more 
than $1 billion a year to jam 
the broadcasts. Ironically, 
Soviet President Mikhail 
Gorbachev said after the 
attempted coup in August that 
while being held prisoner in 
his holiday dacha in Crimea he 
kept in touch with what was 
happening by listening to the 
BBC World Service. 

At a time when Government 
cutbacks in funding have been 
threatening the service, it was 
deeply satisfying to the far
from-well-paid staff to know 
that, even though this may be 
the age of television, they still 
have the world's ear and the 
gratitude of many living in 
adversity around the world. 
-DAVID LENNON 

Voting for Change 

BRUSSELS-Belgium's ruling 
parties suffered a severe 
setback in elections last 
November, ceding room to 
mavericks, extreme right-
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wingers, and ecologists. 
Few could have imagined 

that Belgians, usually depicted 
abroad for their sense of com
promise and constant search 
for peaceful solutions, would 
have voted in such a radical 
way. The Christian Demo
crats, Socialists, and Liber
als-parties that have alter
nately ruled Belgium since 
World War II-alllost ground 
to small groups never before 
represented in the 212-seat 
Parliament. 

"It was a vote against poli
tics," noted Belgian Interior 
Minister Louis Tobback. "It is 
a very serious matter," said 
Belgian Prime Minister 
Wilfried Martens. "It shows 
that the voters have no confi
dence in politics." 

The mavericks include Jean
Pierre Van Rossem, a former 
multimillionaire jailed on the 
election day on charges of 
fraud. Advocating suppression 
of taxes and privatization of so
cial security, Van Rossem's 
party obtained three seats. As 
the party's leader, he will be 
immune from prosecution. 

More preoccupying was the 
electoral score by Vlaams 
Blok, a Flemish nationalist, 
anti-immigration party that 
originated in Antwerp, a city 
whose 500,000 population in
cludes 26,000 North Africans. 
Observes one Antwerp-born . 
journalist, ''With its harbor, my : 
town has a tradition of wei- · 
coming foreigners, but there is : 
a real problem of integration 
concerning the Arabs. Their 
value system is different." Can
vassing among the poorer 
classes, Blok promised voters 
to repatriate the immigrants, 
whom the party accuses of be
ing a major source of crime 
and responsible for much of 
Belgium's 11 percent jobless 
rate. Blok quadrupled its sup
port in some areas of Flanders 
and became the first party in 
Antwerp with 25 percent of the 
votes. 

While many Flemings cast 
their vote for rightist groups, 
Walloons expressed their re-
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pudiation of traditional politics 
in a much different manner. 
They chose the Greens. A 
mixed group of Socialists and 
Christian Democrats, Ecolo in
creased its parliamentary rep
resentation from three seats to 
10. It surely gained votes due 
to its strong support for the 
educational sector, whose 
teachers went on strike repeat
edly in the month prior to the 
election, asking for higher 
salaries and better working 
conditions. 

It would be wrong, however, 
to conclude that the whole of 
Belgium has shifted to extrem
ism and ecology. Martens' CVP 

Party remains the strongest in 
Flanders. The socialists, 
though weakened, keep a grip 
on Wallonia. And the liberals 
are still supreme in Brussels. 
But this was certainly a strong 
warning to political parties, 
wrote one Belgian paper, 
"[that have] replaced ideology 
with opportunism, militantism 
with clientelism, and idealism 
with self-aggrandizement. 
-CHRISTOPHE LAMFALUSSY 

bring back electric street
trams, which disappeared 
from the streets of Athens 
almost 40 years ago. 

Experts say 80 percent of 
Athens' pollution is caused by 
automobile traffic. An inad
equate public transportation 
system combined with the 
Athenian's devotion to 
symbols of prosperity has 
produced an explosion of car 
ownership. In 1970 there were 
160,000 private cars in the 
Greater Athens area; today 
there are over a million, and 
road-building has not kept up 
with them. 

However, the purpose of 
Tritsis's urban tramway 
scheme is not only to combat 
pollution and alleviate 
congested streets, he says, but 
also "to recuperate the 
historical character and 
physiognomy of Athens." In 
the plan's first stage an inner 
ring of 11 kilometers, costing 
approximately $165 million, 
would link the two big city 
squares with the Acropolis, 
the ancient Cemetery 

ground metro lines now being 
constructed. By moving three 
times as many people per 
hour, the tramway would help 
eliminate the heavily polluting 
buses on these routes, and 
encourage people to leave 
their cars at home. It would 
help rehabilitate the shabby 
coastline, where Tritsis sees a 
possible "recreational park" 
stretching from Piraeus to 
Vouliagmeni. 

The total cost of the project 
is estimated at just over $800 
million. It already has the 
backing of the Government, 
and is a strong contender for 
E. C. financing. But Tritsis is 
confident that it will also 
attract private capital in return 
for operating rights and, 
therefore, not have to compete 
for resources from Greece's 
slender public investment 
budget. 

Tritsis first proposed an 
urban tramway for Athens as 
Environment Minister in the 
early 1980s and regrets that it 
was not accepted as viable 
then. Today, having been 

Athens new tramway system would link the National Archaeological Museum (above) with the Acropolis, and the 
Keramaikos forming a "continuous archaeological park." 

One Solution to Traffic 
Pollution 

(Keramaikos), the railway 
station, and the National 
Archaeological Museum. With 
the major thoroughfares 

ATHENS-The two main pedestrianized, the tramway 
problems that have plagued would link Athens' important 
Athens for more than a decade sites in "a continuous archaeo
are traffic congestion and 
pollution. Now the city's 
energetic mayor, Antonis 
Tritsis, is forging ahead with a 
plan that he hopes will 
radically reduce both-to 

logical park." 
A second stage would add 

another 65 kilometers along 
the main artery feeding into 
the city center and comple
ment the two new under-

elected mayor for a fixed four
year term, he believes a 
decision on awarding the 
contract will not be intermina
bly delayed by political 
pressures, as happened with 
the underground metro. Work 
could even begin in 1992, he 
says, and the first stage should 
be completed five years later. 
The second stage would 
require another five years. 

Tritsis's ultimate goal is a 



city center almost entirely free tician had not heard the item to resign after a failed leader- pieces? 
of private cars. He concedes and was unaware it was only a ship bid, he came over to Mor- Giulio Carlo Argan, famous 
this will mean Athenians joke. For the next few weeks gan at a reception and shook art historian.and ex-mayor of 
having to change their habits: she was made a laughingstock his hand saying ruefully: 'The Rome, suggests cataloging all 
"People must walk more, use as the program issued a string things I do to keep your show the works of art. This sugges-
public transportation more, of mock apologies giving her going." Morgan was touched, tion was made in an open let-
behave more collectively and the kind of publicity politicians knowing the traumatic experi- ter published in the daily 
less individually." Reminded can do without. ence the former Minister had newspaper Carriere della Sera 
that he is sometimes accused The sketches portraying been going through. and addressed to the head of 
of being a dreamer, he Haughey engaging in a bru- He says that politicians by the Government, Giulio 
gestures across the polluted tally frank exchange with his and large accept the Andreotti. The elderly profes-
cityscape from his sixth-floor faithful press officer are usu- pummelling they get at his sor maintains that, if Italians 
office window and says: "My ally favorite items. His refer- hands since "any kind of rna- don't know exactly what trea-
answer is, look at what the ences to his fellow Ministers ture society has to have a role sures they have in their muse-
realists have done. Are you and party followers are often for slag artists." But while it is urns and warehouses, they will 
impressed?" unprintable, but the program true that the politicians who never be able to protect them. 
-PETER THOMPSON gets very few complaints be- are on the receiving end of the The disregard of paintings, 

cause of the fear of how the satire just have to grin and sculptures, tapestries, draw-
ensuing "apology" would make : bear it, they are also conscious ings, pottery, and other works 
matters even worse. that the public's perception of of art in every comer of Italy, 

Political Satire The program is the brain them is now being influence is an old problem. Now could 
child of a former teacher, by how they are presented on be the right moment to correct 

DUBLIN-At 10.30 on Satur- Dermot Morgan, who for "Scrap Saturday." Some of the situation. 
day mornings, many people in years tried unsuccessfully to them even try to play their The state, Argan says, "must 
Ireland can be observed be- make a full-time career as a ra- "Scrap Saturday" role for be able to recognize its own ar-
having oddly. Golfers linger in dio and television comedian. lighter moments at the begin- tistic patrimony, and must pe-
their cars before starting their His appearances on a weekly ning of speeches. It is getting riodically check on the pres-
game, shoppers rush to the television show as Father hard to know sometimes ence and condition of the 
car parks, families shout to Trendy, a guitar-strumming, where the reality ends and the works of art, so that anyone 
each other, "It's started." Poli- post-Vatican Council Two satire begins, but the Irish who breaks the laws of tute-
ticians tum on their radios ner- : cleric with an unctuous people love it, perhaps sensing lage will be punished." 
vously and fear the worst. The sermonette for young people, that it is too funny to last. Argan also suggests that 
whole country, it seems, first brought him into the pub- -]OE CARROLL cataloging the country's art 
settles down to listen to the lie eye. But when he tried to heritage should be conducted 
half-hour satirical program put together his own satirical by archaeology or art history 
that everyone is talking about, program for television, the na- students in collaboration with 
"Scrap Saturday." tional station, which has a mo- The Art of Cataloging universities and fine arts su-

From a small cult following nopoly on television in Ireland, perintendents. 
when it began a year ago, the turned the series down. ROME-Inside a gigantic According to Argan, there 
program has now built up a The new radio series began mountain in Utah, the Mor- would be another advantage to 
huge audience and its savage with a trial period and its lam- mons are patiently trying to such a catalog: It would be a 
satires of the famous and not- pooning of Haughey and Gov- reconstruct the genealogy of way to stimulate young people 
so-famous often make news in emment Ministers was such mankind with the ambitious interested in the fine arts to 
the Sunday papers. The favor- that there would have been objective of tracing human gain experience in the field. It 
ite target is Prime Minister little surprise if RTE had quietly beings back to Adam and Eve. could also offer Italian art his-
Charles Haughey, but the sat- dropped it. The station's news The Italians also face a chal- torians the opportunity to col-
ire strikes out widely at politi- and current affairs coverage lenge of similar magnitude. laborate with their American 
cians from all parties, bishops, has frequently run into trouble In Italy and many other counterparts, since U.S. sys-
businessmen, media pundits, with the Government for its in- Mediterranean countries, terns of museum cataloging 
Irish language enthusiasts, dependent line when covering there is no catalog of the im- are among the world's most 
and just about any figure who elections and other sensitive mense artistic wealth that ex- precise and advanced. 
has been in the news. issues, so it was seen as a cou- ists in these cradles of ancient -NICCOLO o'AQUINO 

When the show started last rageous stance to continue culture. With no such records, 
winter and carried an item with "Scrap Saturday." robbing masterpieces is not 
about the national radio and Morgan finds he has a difficult. And, with the opening : 
television station, RTE, advertis- : vested interest in the political of the E. C. borders in January Europe's Cultural 
ing its coverage of the Gulf survival of Haughey, whose 1993, the illegal movement of Capital '92 
War in gung ho fashion, some leadership is under threat works of art within the Com-
shocked listeners complained from within his own party. munity will be virtually free- MADRID-As Spain enters 
to their local politician, who is- When Haughey's main rival, flowing. The problem is vex- 1992, a year in which it will 
sued a statement criticizing Minister for Finance Albert ing: How to avoid the host several major intema-
the station. Evidently, the poli- Reynolds, was recently forced disappearance of master- tional events including the 
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Barcelona Olympics and the Madrid's buildings offer a historic E.C. summit. Dating confirm that." 
Universal Exhibition Fair in guide to the city's illustrious back 2,000 years, Maastricht is : Limburg is a growth area 
Seville, less attention has been past. the Netherlands' oldest city, with potential to exemplify the 
paid to Madrid's title as Not as well known for music but it has not always been new Europe of the next dec-
Europe's Cultural Capital for and drama as it is for art, Dutch. ad e. It lies relatively close to 
1992. Since 1985 the E. C.'s Madrid also has a very active Maastricht was initially a the major economic centers of 
Ministers of Culture have performing arts community. Roman settlement, but over northern France and Belgium, 
designated one city to be The city's theaters range from the centuries the Spaniards, the Ruhr district in western 
Europe's yearly Capital of the classical Teatro Epaiiol to Prussians, Austrians, and Germany, and the Rhine River 
Culture. The designation has a wide variety that perform French, in tum, laid claim to cities. This prime location has 
provided the motivation for a contemporary works, and the city and the surrounding appealed to many industries 
variety of Europe's metropoli- many offer plays in English as region. In 1815, after the worldwide. Already, the prov-
tan areas to highlight their well as in Spanish. Madrid also Napoleonic wars, the Great ince hosts ceramic manufac-
cultural resources. offers a thriving live music Powers gathered at the Con- turers, various American and 

The inaugural Cultural Capi- scene among the many night- gress of Vienna and ceded the Japanese industries, and one 
tal was Athens in 1985. Other clubs and cafes, and Casa de area to the newly formed King- : of Europe's eight largest 
cities such as Florence, Berlin, Campo presents outdoor con- dom of the Netherlands. chemical plants. 
and most recently Dublin, certs. The 1992 events will in- Limburg, the only mountain- : Limburg is also an ideal 
have held the yearlong elude performances by Placido ous Dutch province, has long distribution point for major 
spotlight. Domingo and Jose Carreras. been a popular vacation spot international cargo carriers. 

A lively city of over four mil- Anticipating more tourists, attracting many Dutch families : Maastricht Airport (the second 
lion people, Madrid has a long the city has recently installed a : as a welcome change from the largest in the Netherlands) 
and proud history. Madrilenos centralized computer ticketing otherwise flat lowlands. offers connections to major 
are fond of the phrase "de system that will facilitate The province is an isthmus European centers and charter 
Madrid al Cielo" (from Madrid access to the museums and to of Dutch territory jutting flights to European vacation 
to Heaven), which seems to the multitude of performance southward, bordered on its destinations. 
describe not only the city's events for the year. eastern side by Germany and In the past 15 years, 
nightlife but also its rich cul- The 12 month celebration of on its southern and western Maastricht, the capital of the 
tural tradition. Due to its culture could not have come at sides by Belgium. But province and the heart of the 
dynamic heritage as a key a more ideal time for Madrid. Limburg as a region is trans- region, has developed from a 
venue in Europe's political, In the mid-1970's the city was national, stretching across all poor mining town into an 
military, and artistic history, stagnating. However, with three borders. Lim burgers feel : attractive and polished exposi-
the city will have little diffi- Franco's death and with a strong sense of allegiance to tion and conference center. 
culty fulfilling its role as this Spain's formal introduction their region that often super- The city ha& come a long way 
year's Cultural Capital. into the European Community, sedes their various national considering that during the 

The city offers an impres- Madrid began to rebound. In loyalties. 1970s the area's coal mines 
sive collection of art on view at the mid-1980s more and more Recently, two towns facing were shut down as the 
the Prado, including works by money was invested in con- each other across the Dutch- region's industrial base 
Velasquez, Reubens, El Greco, struction and refurbishment of German border went so far as slumped. 
and Goya. Madrid is also the buildings and infrastructure. to merge and rename the new Now, two decades later, in 
home of Picasso's famous By the late 1980s Madrid was unified municipality in spite of addition to its industrial 
"Guemica.'' Some churches becoming a first class business : the national boundary that rebirth, the region has grown 
in the city display their own and financial center with con- would run between them. as an international academic . 
private collections, including siderable momentum and posi- Limburgers maintain a center. As many as 25 different 
masterpieces of various peri- tive prospects for the future. regional identity and cultivate institutions attract a multitude 
ods. The Museum of Contem- In 1992 Europe's cultural spot- transnational ties through of international researchers, 
porary Art and the recently light will underscore the cultural and sporting events, scholars, and students. The 
renovated Reina Sofia Art rebirth of Madrid to the rest as well as through environ- variety and scope of these in-
Museum offer a wide selection of the world. mental and economic projects. stitutions reflects the region's 
of modem works. -PEDRO MARIN Maastricht's mayor, Philip new pan-European and inter-

The city's art, however, is Houben, sees a trend. Discus- nationalist perspectives. 
not limited to the works found sing the December E. C. sum- Maastricht is an appealing 
in museums. The streets of mit, he recently told The melange of modem possibili-
Madrid are lined with build- Maastricht: New European European, ''We want to be ties and N orthem European 
ings that reflect almost every Crossroads international. Limburgers on historical tradition. Foreigners 
great architectural period whatever side of the national seem to feel at home in the 
since the middle ages. From AMSTERDAM-Since 1815, boundaries no longer look to city. A solid base of transporta-
the Austrians' Quarter and the Maastricht has been the capi- their national capitals. We are tion infrastructure-rail, air, 
Plaza Mayor to the Opera tal of Limburg, the southern- a region in our own right and auto, and local public transit-
Square and the Royal Palace most of the Nether lands' 12 we look to Brussels as the brings in visitors and keeps 
(recently a site for the Middle provinces. It recently gained future capital of Europe. We the 120,000 residents circulat-
East Peace Conference), recognition by hosting the hope that the summit will ing. Both tourists and locals 
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avail themselves of the city's 
many cultural attractions in
cluding diverse restaurants, 
historical architecture, and an 
active music scene. 

With the success of the E. C. 
summit, perhaps it will not be 
long before more of Europe's 
regions and cities resemble 
Limburg and Maastricht. 
-NEL Sus WITH MATTHEW 

RUDOLPH 

Portugal in the Limelight 

LISBON-Portugal entered 
the New Year like a princess 
feted at the ball. Europalia '91, 
a three-month extravaganza in 
Belgium that ended in Decem
ber, put Portuguese art and 
culture on the European cen
ter stage as rarely before, with 
the exhibition ending as Portu
gal begins its first European 
Presidency. 

An army of European and 
other media will be in town for 
the next six months, and 
Lisbon is out to make the most 
of the newly awakened interest : 
and to promote one of · 
Portugal's biggest industries- : 
tourism. 

Europalia, a broad overview 
of Portuguese artistry and cul
ture, was designed to 
strengthen Portugal's ties to 
the rest of Europe and to pro
vide insight into the spirit of 
the country. From all accounts 
it was an extraordinary suc
cess. As the 11th country to or-

ganize the prestigious bien
nial, which ended on Decem
ber 31, Portugal scheduled 500 
events mostly in Brussels. 

Some 2,000 examples of 
Portugal's artistic heritage 
were on display along with a 
broad range of exhibitions, 
concerts, plays, ballets, films, 
symposia, literary awards, 
meetings, and youth ex
changes. 

The official program in
cluded 20 exhibitions, 140 clas- : 
sical and contemporary music 
concerts, over 100 Portuguese 
film screenings, 19 plays, 21 
ballets, six literary symposia, 
and three poetry readings. 

The Discoveries, Portugal's 
presence in the world, and the 
country's artistic heritage were : 
major themes among show-
ings of Portuguese tiles, archi
tecture, photography and jew
elry, modern and 
contemporary art, music, and 
dance. Publishers chose 
Europalia to launch 45 new 
books, including two volumes 
of contemporary Portuguese 
poetry, a book on Flanders 
and Portugal, and an 11-vol-
ume compendium of Portu
guese culture and history. 

Europalia is a private, non-

profit enterprise, started by 
public and private sponsors 20 
years ago. It is promoted by 
Belgian authorities and has be
come one of the preeminent 
events of Belgian cultural life. 
Europalia '91 has given Eu
rope a striking glimpse of 
many little-known aspects of 

Portuguese culture from the 
Middle Ages to the present, in- : 
eluding a wealth of generally 
unseen national artistic trea
sures. For those who missed 
out, many of the exhibitions 
will be on show in Portugal 
during the Presidency. 
-KEN POTTINGER 

M.B.A. Spells Business In 
Germany 

BERLIN-In Europe the Mas
ter of Business Administration 
degree (M.B.A.) used to be a 
little known oddity. Not any
more. Whereas the M.B.A. for 
many years has been almost a 
prerequisite for advancement 
in the business community in 
the United States, it has not 
been until very recently that it 
gained widespread respect in 
Europe. With more and more 
multinational corporations and 
joint ventures coming into the 
marketplace, the European 
business community is now 
focusing its efforts on a more 
international posture. No
where is this more evident 
than in Germany. 

Chancellor Helmut Kohl, a 
leader in promoting a unified 
Europe, has said that he wants 
a European Germany rather 
than a German Europe. And 
German businesses are taking 
his words to heart. Facing the 
challenges of a single market 
with 360 million consumers, 
German businesses are anx
iously recruiting managers 
who can quickly adapt to the 
complex and highly competi
tive environment of interna
tional business. This demand 
has made the M.B.A. more 
marketable than ever in Ger
many. 

"Excellent people are hard 
to find," complains Wilhelm 
Rail, recruiting director at a 
large German consulting firm, 
who rejects 95 percent of job 
applicants because they lack 
the M.B.A. 

'The M.B.A. becomes 
increasingly known and 

asserts itself in Germany more 
and more," Adolf Sievers, 
personnel director at the 
Deutsche Bank Headquarters 
in Frankfurt, concurs. ''Top 
positions in international man
agement are easier to get if 
[the applicant] can present an 
M.B.A. in addition to the 
German B.W.L. (industrial 
management) degree." 

Ingo Zwerman, director of 
personnel marketing at Adam 
Opel AG says that "the M.B.A. 
is especially valuable because 
it combines high level busi
ness studies with time spent 
abroad. In an internationally 
operating corporation, such as 
Opel, studies abroad and time 
spent abroad give applicants 
the competitive edge." 
Zwerman emphasizes that, 
"it is only natural that we, as a 
subsidiary of General Motors, 
make international contacts. 
This requires that applicants 
have international experi
ence." As a result a new em
ployee, who has an M.B.A., 
can bypass Opel's training 
program and move directly 
into corporate finance. 

If nothing else Germany has 
come to the realization that 
more than an undergraduate 
business degree is required to 
cope with the increasing chal
lenges of a global economy. 
While German companies are 
busy recruiting M.B.A.s from 
established business schools 
in the United States and a few 
programs in Europe, German 
universities are moving to 
implement advanced business 
programs at home. Mean
while, the high costs of study
ing abroad are keeping 
M.B.A.s somewhat scarce, and 
for graduates with the degree, 
Germany is a seller's market. 
-ANDREAS RAMBOW 

After the Summit 

LUXEMBOURG-The For
eign Minister of Luxembourg, 
who played an important role 
in the E. C.'s historic treaties 
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on political and monetary 
union, said he was pleased 
with the outcome of the 
Maastricht summit. 

Jacques Poos, whose coun
try held the Community Presi
dency in the first half of 1991, 
said the compromise on social 
issues was a positive outcome 
for the E. C., even though Brit
ain won a special exemption. 

"We have no social charter, 
but a social protocol signed by 
11 countries," Poos said. 
"First, there will be criticism, 
but when these measures are 
applied, people will see that 
they bring a lot of common 
good." 

The final treaty on E. C. po
litical union is very similar to 
the draft prepared by Luxem
bourg during its presidency. 
The Netherlands, which held 
the Presidency in the second 
half of the year, sought to 
change the treaty to a unified 
structure, but had to retreat in 
the face of strong preference 
for the Luxembourg draft. 

Rather than a single "tree," 
with many "branches" for dif
ferent areas of E. C. jurisdic
tion, the new treaty contains 
different "pillars" as part of a 
common "temple." Certain is
sues, such as immigration and 
asylum are "pillars," that will 
remain matters for intergov
ernmental cooperation rather 
than Community legislation. 

Luxembourg also made it 
clear that it would like to 
house the new European Mon
etary Institute that will begin 
operations in 1994. 

However, a decision on 
where to put the new Eurofed 
was not made at Maastricht. 
-CHARLES GOLDSMITH 

A Taxing Situation 

COPENHAGEN-Tax-tired 
Danes are starting 1992 with a 
tax increase, courtesy of E. C. 
law. Because of legal wrangles 
at the European Court in 
Luxembourg, the Danish 
Government has decided to 
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Denmark has the highest value-added consumption tax (VAT) in the E.G. The VAT : 
applies to most goods and services. · 

convert a special levy on 
domestic businesses into an 
increase in the value-added 
consumption tax (VAT) of 3 
percent. 

This gives Denmark a VAT 
rate of 25 percent, the highest 
in the European Community. 
As the VAT replaces a tax of an 
exactly equal amount, there is 
technically no need for any 
price changes in shops and no 
change in the amount of 
overall tax to be paid. But 
psychology is often an 
important factor in politics. 

Danes now feel more 
heavily taxed than last year, . 
and the visibility of the highest : 
VAT in Europe is compounded 
by the fact that Danes also pay 
the highest income taxes, with 
marginal rates of 68 percent 
paid by even middle-income 
groups. Sweden, usually 
considered the most heavily 
taxed country in the world, 
now has marginal income tax 
rates of only 50 percent. 
Denmark's VAT increase 
comes at a time when Sweden, 
preparing to join the E. C., is 
reducing its own VAT to a 
much lower E. C. level. 

There is a strong incentive 
to reduce Danish taxes before 
1997, when a bridge will link 
Copenhagen to Sweden. 
Danes will be able to move to 
Sweden to take advantage of 
the lower tax rate and 
commute-via the bridge-to 
their jobs in Copenhagen. This 
happens already, but the 
transport time without the 
bridge is still an important 
restrictive factor. With the 
bridge, the Swedish town of 
Malmoe will become virtually 
a suburb of Copenhagen. 

There is a growing percep
tion that the tax rates are 
detrimental to foreign 
investment, and, therefore, to 
job creation in Denmark. As a 
first step toward a solution, 
there is now consensus in the 
Danish Parliament that 
foreigners coming to Denmark : 
to work in specialized jobs of 
vital importance to local 
corporations-top-grade 
research personnel, for 
example-should pay much 
lower taxes than Danes. Some 
Danes have joked that Danes 
who can prove they can find 
jobs outside the country 

should receive the same 
preferential treatment if they 
stay at home. 

The most likely outcome is 
that the marginal income tax 
rates will be reduced, perhaps 
from the start of the single 
market on January 1, 1993. But 
this will likely be at the price 
of a drastic reduction in the 
number of tax deductions 
available to the Danes today, 
which cushion the impact of 
the high marginal income tax 
rates. This will leave a heavy 
tax burden on most Danes 
intact. 
-LEIF BECK FALLESEN 
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• 
ECONOMICS 

AMUE SuGGESTS 

ECU ZoNE IN 

EASTERN EUROPE 
• 

The Association for the 
Monetary Union of Europe 
(AMUE) has suggested that the 
E. C. should set up an ECU zone 
in Eastern Europe to facilitate 
the region's conversion to a 
market economy. 

AMUE said such a step would 
ease the way to currency 
convertibility for most Eastern 
European countries. 'The 
creation of an ECU zone is 
meant to be a signal to the 
people of Eastern Europe and 
will, therefore, strengthen the 
political credibility of the 
transformation strategies. 
Seeing the light at the end of 
the tunnel may make the 
temporary hardship more 
endurable," AMUE said. 

One of the many proposals 
to peg the ECU system to the 
currency of the Eastern 
European nations is to have 
the future European Monetary 
Institute provide standby 
facilities to ensure the 
convertibility of ECU zone 
currencies. 

AMUE believes that, in 
return, the E. C. would obtain 
several benefits due to the 
monetary stability of an ECU 

exchange rate as well as 
reducing some of the dangers 
threatening the integration 
process of the Community. 

Boutros Boutros Ghali is the first U.N. Secretary General from Africa. He replaces : 
Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar, who is from Peru. 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

GHALTNEW 

U.N. SECRETARY-

GENERAL 

• 
Egyptian Deputy Prime 
Minister Boutros Boutros 
Ghali was recently chosen to 
be the sixth Secretary-General 
of the United Nations by the 
U.N. Security Council. 

Ghali's election marked a 
victory for the Organization of 
African Unity, which argued it 
was time for the U.N. to 
choose an African Secretary
General. 

Ghali, 69, begins a five-year 
term at a time when many 
observers see the U.N's 
prestige growing after recent 
successes in the Middle East 
and Cambodia. 

E.C. NAMES U.N. 
AMBASSADOR 

• 
The E.C. appointed Angel 
Vifias, from Spain, to be its 
ambassador to the United 
Nations. Vifias has enjoyed a 
long career both as an aca
demic and as a civil servant in 
the Spanish government. 

In 1987, he entered the 
Commission of the European 
Communities and, in 1990, 

became Director in the Com
mission for Relations with 
Latin America, a position 
which he occupied until 
recently. 

Vifias, 51, will be head of the 
E. C. Delegation in New York. 
Vifias will also serve as the 
E. C.'s representative to the 
United Nations, where the 
Community has permanent 
observer status. 

FRANCE AND 

BmTAlN AGREE 0~\1 

T UNT\TEL 
• 

France and Britain recently 
signed a protocol on joint 
policing of the railway being 
built under the English 
Channel, which will link the 
two countries by 1993. 

The accord gives police and 
customs officers from either 
country access to the termi
nals at Coquelles in France 
and Folkestone in Britain. 

A French Ministry state
ment said officers would be 
able to apply their own 
country's rules on either side 
of the border. The pact also 
stressed concern that the 
Channel Tunnel might be an 
easy target for terrorists or 
drug traffickers. 

Eurotunnel, the Anglo
French consortium building 
the tunnel, said it was still 
planning to open the link in 
June 1993, despite a wrangle 
with contractors concerning 
cost overruns. 

'The signing of this accord 
will permit the two Govern-
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ments to develop the 
necessary procedures for 
exercising their control, in 
liaison with Eurotunnel, with 
a view to launching the 
service in the summer of 
1993," Eurotunnel chairman 
Andre Bernard said. 

E.C. SCRAPS 

SANCTIONS IN 

REPUBLICS 
• 

E. C. Foreign Ministers agreed 
to scrap sanctions against the 
Yugoslav republics of Croatia, 
Slovenia, Macedonia, and 
Bosnia-Herzegovina but main
tained them against Serbia and 
its ally Montenegro. 

"It would be paradoxical to 
continue sanctions against 
republics that are behaving 
well," Belgian Foreign 
Minister Mark Eyskens said 
after the decision. 

Eyskens said sanctions were 
being kept against 
Montenegro because of its 
"extremely active participa
tion" alongside the Serb
dominated Federal army in 
fighting against Croatia. 
German Foreign Minister 
Hans-Dietrich Genscher 
added that the decision made 
clear where responsibility for 
the conflict lay. 

The four republics benefit
ing from the decision would 
obtain 200 million Ecus ($250 
million) in financial aid, regain 
preferential trade access to the 
E. C., and qualify for help 
under an E. C. program to aid 
Eastern Europe, Eyskens said. 

Dutch Foreign Minister 
Hans van den Broek said the 
decision on sanctions was not 
intended to upset diplomatic 
peace efforts led by U.N. 
envoy Cyrus Vance or E. C. 
peace conference chairman 
Lord Carrington. He added 
that the E. C. was willing to 
reconsider Montenegro's case 
and hoped that Serbia itself 
would now cooperate in the 
peace process. 
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E.C. WARNS 

UKRAJNE TO KEEP 

COMMITMENTS 
• 

E. C. members praised the 
democratic process in 
Ukraine's referendum on 
independence, but warned the 
republic that it must respect 
Moscow's international 
commitments. 

About 90 percent of 
Ukrainians voted to secede 

: from the Soviet Union in a 
: republic-wide referendum. 
: With 52 million people, 
: Ukraine is now one of 
: Europe's largest countries. 
: The 12 E.C. Foreign 
: Ministers said Ukraine must 
: respect Moscow's agreements 
: on debt and nuclear arms if it 
: secedes. The Ministers also 
: stressed respect for human 

rights and minorities. 
Ukraine's former envoy in 

Geneva, Andrei Ozadovsky, 
says the republic plans to set 

: economic ties with its neigh
: bors and eventually join the 
: Community. 

"Eventually we will seek 
: admission to the E.C. 
: Although we know that will 
: not be easy, we feel our 
: industrial and agricultural 
: base and our position at the 
: geographical center of Europe 
: give us special advantages," 
: Ozadovsky said. 
: · Dutch Foreign Minister 
: Hans van den Broek added 

that the E. C. states were 
: urging Ukrainian authorities 
: to do nothing that might call 
: into question tight control over 
: nuclear weapons. 

Germany, the Western 
: country with the closest ties 

to the collapsing Sovi€t 
Union, took a cautious 
stance on Ukraine, which 
contrasted with its vocal 
support for the breakaway 

: Yugoslav republics of Croatia 
· and Slovenia. 

"We will wait to see the 
. consequences .. .for relations 
: to the other republics as well 

as to Soviet authorities," a 
German Foreign Ministry 
spokesman said. 'The German 
Government will take that into 
account in shaping its relations : 
with Ukraine." 

EASTERl\f 

EUROPEAN 

NATIONS SIGN E.C. 

PACT 
• 

Three former Communist 
countries, Poland, Czechoslo
vakia, and Hungary, have 
obtained associate member
ship in the E. C. as a first step 
toward full integration. 

The E.C. Commission said 
the accords cover mainly 
economic subjects but also 
states that each country's 
"final objective is to become a 
member of the Community." 

The accords come after 
months of negotiations on 
opening E. C. markets. 

The three countries, which 
have 10 years to open their 
markets, will gain trade 
concessions and more access 
to information about E. C. 
political decision-making from 
the accord. 

I DEFENSE 

TlMETABLE SET 

FoR JoiNT ARMY 
CoRPs 

• 
Germany and France have set 
a target date of 1994 for the 
formation of a joint army 
corps. The joint defense 
initiative was launched to help 
move Europe toward monetary : 
and political union. · 

French Presidential 
spokesman Jean Musitelli 
said, 'The corps would be 
phased in over three to four 
years, starting with a head
quarters and command 

structure." According to 
French military sources, the 
plan is to have a 35,000-man 
force based in Strasbourg. 

The November NATO 

summit in Rome endorsed the 
Franco-German initiative to 
create a European defense 
identity with the help of the 
nine-nation Western European 
Union (WEU). But the key 
issue, the force's mission, was 
left unresolved. 

Great Britain and NATO 

Secretary-General Manfred 
Worner, however, have 
insisted that the European 
army should not operate 
within NATO territory, despite 
the fact that Germany's 
Constitution prohibits the 
allocation of military personnel 
outside that area. 

TECHNOLOGY 

SEMlCONDUCTOR 

MARKET LAGS 
• 

Europe's share of the world 
semiconductor market is likely 
to slip further because its 
companies have not focused 
on advanced technologies in 
high-demand areas, industry 
analyst Mike Glennon said. 

European suppliers have 
little presence in the critical 
portable personal computer 
market and they have a below
average share of the high
growth memory chip market. 
"Little of this product develop
ment or manufacturing takes 
place in Europe. Nor is it likely 
to," Glennon said. 

Europe's share of the world 
semiconductor market fell from 
more than 15 percent in 1978 to 
less than 10 percent in 1989. 

The E. C. has attempted to 
help the semiconductor 
industry with a 14 percent 
tariff, set to be reduced during 
the Uruguay Round of General 
Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade talks, and through price 
agreements with Japanese 
memory chip producers. 



Inside the New Europe . By Axel Krause. Harper Collins. 356 : 
pages. $25.00. 

A generation or so ago, John Gunther produced a series of: 
"Inside" books, which were primarily designed to explain to : 
An1erican readers what was going on abroad. One of them was : 
called Inside Europe. 

Now Axel Krause, a veteran Euro-watcher from his van- : 
tage point with the International Herald Tribune in Paris, has : 
adopted the same titling and technique to perform a similar : 

brought into greater focus than when they penned their con
tributions. 

Krause clearly shares the optimism of Maastricht. He con
cludes: "Although Europe remains in the preliminary stages of 
attaining the status of the world's newest superpower, that sta
tus is slowly being attained, certainly in economic and trade 
terms. Politically, it may wind up taking an unusual form, 
probably a loose federation, more closely resembling multi
cultural Switzerland and Belgium than the United States. But 
it will occur." 

service for present-day Americans who are .----------------, 

watching events unfold across the Atlantic. ISI.d8 the Krause's book went to the printer before 
the Maastricht summit charted the course 
the E. C. will take toward the next century. 
This does not detract from the timeliness of 
this book, which gives the reader an in
formed picture of the process and progress 
that made the Maastricht result possible. 
-Peter Doyle is the publisher of Europe. 

That is not to say that his well-researched 
book will not be of interest to Europeans. His 
journalistic and anecdotal approach-exam
ining the practice rather than the theory of 
European economic and political integra
tion-is both refreshing and instructive. 

He is particularly good when describing 
how businesses-American and Japanese as 
well as European-hav~ responded to the 
creation of a single market in the European 
Community. Case studies abound. 

He also points to the bandwagon effect; 
namely, the foreign presence in Brussels of 
1,200 trade associations, 850 multinational 
headquarters, 120 permanent delegations , 
555 accredited foreign journalists, as well as 
assorted lobbyists, consultants, and hangers-

De Gaulle, The Rebel 1890-1944. By jean 
Lacouture. (Trans. by Patrick O'Brian). W. W. 
Norton & Co. 615 pages. $29.95. 

The bibliographic record of Napoleon is 
still far from being threatened, but Charles 
de Gaulle's life and personality have pro
duced an astounding number ofbiographies 
that keep flowing from the pens, typewrit
ers, and word processors of historians and 

on. c___ ____________ ___J journalists 20 years after his death. 
Today's E.C. has clearly come a long way from the one Now, for those still curious, comes the multivolume epic, 

described by Italian journalist Luigi Barzini. Krause quotes him translated from French into English, from the journalist and 
as describing the E.C. in the early 1980s as "a fragile customs author Jean Lacouture. The writer is perhaps best known in 
union, a mosaic of myopia, national, sacred egotisms badly : the United States for his books about Vietnam, but in his own 
harmonized, that any robust historical breeze or serious eco- : country he has produced a major body of work on such fig
nomic crisis could easily overwhelm." · ures as Pierre Mendes-France, Fran<;:ois Mauriac, Leon Blum, 

Krause gives a lot of the credit for the intervening progress : and Andre Malraux. 
to the President of the E .C. Commission, Jacques Delors, : In French, the Lacouture biography is divided into three 
whose tenure since 1985 he describes as a "golden exile" from : volumes, of which The R ebel is the first. The American pub
domestic French politics. He is particularly insightful when he : lishers have compressed volumes two and three into one due 
describes the influence of the French Catholic philosopher : out next year under the title The Ruler and that will cover the 
Emmanuel Mounier on Delors' political philosophy, especially : years 1945-70. Perhaps in the eyes of American publishers, 
his concept of social justice. In the 1930s, Mounier argued for : two more massive volumes about de Gaulle would be more 
a "third way" between the extremes of capitalism and com- : than the market could bear. But the condensation was done 
mumsm. over the author's protests, and The Ruler title is indeed mis-

The author has achieved something of a coup in persuad- : leading since the years 1946-58 were spent in the political 
ing not only Delors but also German Chancellor Helmut : wilderness. 
Kohl, French President Fran<;:ois Mitterrand, and former Brit- : That concept is one key to gaining some understanding of 
ish Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher to contribute to his : de Gaulle, not only in the post-W odd War II era, but in the 
book with their personal vision of how Europe will look in : years covered in this volume. He certainly understood and 
the year 2000. . relished power, but he was ready to take it and wield it only 

Although one would not expect Thatcher to share the on his terms. Such certitude or in its worst interpretation, self
views of her erstwhile colleagues in the European Council, righteousness, was best expressed in a conversation repeated 
there is a striking similarity in the views of the other three. here between de Gaulle and a junior officer: 
Both Delors and Kohl share Mitterrand's vision of a European : "My dear fellow," said de Gaulle's companion, "I am go
Confederation, a goal that the recent Maastricht summit : ing to say something that I dare say will amuse you, but I have 
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a curious feeling that you are intended for a very great des- : cepts correct and the military establishment so tragically 
tiny." · wrong, the young brigadier was confronted with his first fate

And after several long silent moments, de Gaulle responded : ful choice. The military man who believed in its essential te
slowly and in a toneless voice, his eyes gazing in the distance, : nets of discipline and loyalty took upon himself to become a 
"Yes, so have I." rebel and to set up a Free French movement in London un-

The story of de Gaulle's life to this point and beyond is : der the then enthusiastic patronage ofWinston Churchill. 
deftly woven in a way that makes the detail rich rather than : As frequently as it has been told, the story remains remark
tedious. Important to Lacouture's interpretation is that de : able, all the more so in the skillful hands ofLacouture. InJune 
Gaulle, even though he spent most ofhis youth in Paris, was : 1940, de Gaulle really represented himself, a tiny entourage, 
a man of the Nord. When he called France to Resistance or : and an idea, of a France other than the Bordeaux and then 
reason, it was to the north he was speaking. When he referred : Vichy Governments in the thrall of the Nazi occupiers. In four 
to the French as clods, he was thinking ofFrance south of the : years, de Gaulle molded a resistance movement, a military 
Loire. · force, and government-in-exile that was ready to assume 

After graduating from St. Cyr in 1911, de Gaulle decided : power after the D-Day invasion. 
on a military vocation . He joined a regiment of Colonel : This was a reality, however, that the American Administra
Philippe Petain and spent much ofWorld War I trying toes- : tion of Franklin D. Roosevelt was loath to acknowledge . To 
cape German captivity. The years after the catastrophic war : this oft-told tale Lacouture brings his interpretation of a rela
shaped the historic figure who de Gaulle would become. He : tionship that grew ever more poisonous as Roosevelt's advis
alternated his field assignments with postings in Paris, at once : ers fed his natural disdain for de Gaulle and his view that 
challenging the dogma of the high command while still man- : France was a conquered country to be occupied by an allied 
aging to gain promotions within it; one wonders if this feat : military government after the Nazis were ousted. 
could be repeated in the modern military bureaucracies of any : Indeed, this volume ends with the liberation of Paris in Au
Western nation . He maintained proper military rectitude : gust 1944. How the bitterness accumulated between de 
while cultivating political friendships. He became the intellec- : Gaulle, Roosevelt, and the Americans would play itself out 
tual beacon and spokesman for mobilized, mechanized war- : when de Gaulle returned to power in 1958 remains the sub
fare even as the establishment grew ever more committed to : ject for the next volume. 
static defense and the Maginot Line . - Michael D. Mosettig is senior producer for foreign affairs and 

When the Nazi blitzkrieg of 1940 proved de Gaulle's con- : difense at the MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour. 
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Doing business abroad in a foreign 
" guage shows your ge · ·. 7jre 

ommunicate and hel e 
cohlieence of your clients and 
associates. 

Don't risk costly misunderstandings 
and embarrassing mistakes caused 
by inaccurate translations! 

Woolcott and Company, the U.S. 
,division of the international RWS 

roup, have provided specialist 
slatlon services for over 30' years. 

Our translators are highly experienced 
linguists with in-depth subject 
l<nowledge that ensures the accuracy 
and correct terminology vital to the 
success of your transactions. 

We also perform technical and 

commercial research ranging from 
manufacturing and products to intell 
tual property rights. We have contacts 
t'·troughout Europe to provide expert in· 
formation relevant to each country. 

So, whether you are dealing with in
dustry and commerce, legal organiza
tions, educational and scientific institu
tions or governments overseas, leave it 
to the professionals. Call, fax or write to 
us tor more details. 

0 
WOOLCm & COMPANY, Inc. 
1745 Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 505 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 U.S.A. 
Tel: 703-998·5505 I Fax: 703-486·0030 I 
Telex: 899144 
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D The Institutions of the 
European Community. European 
File No. 8/91 Commission, 
Brussels, 1991, 11 pages. Basic 
description of the role and function 
of the EC's institutions. Free 

jANUARY-FEBRUARY 

D Conditions for Industrial 
Cooperation: Current Status-
31 December 1990. 
Commission, Brussels, 1991, 82 
pages. Gives proposals for company 
law including structure, disclosure, 
and takeover bids. Also reviews 
actions on intellectual property 
issues including the legal protection 
of trademarks, topographies of 
semi-conductors, biotechnological 

D Transport in Europe. 
Commission, Brussels, june 1991, 
43 pages. Brochure on progress to 
date in transport policy at the 

To order these publications, please check the desired items, fill out the 
order form and enclose a self-addressed mailing label. 

Community level. Free 

D Commission's Programme 
for 1991. Bulletin of the 
European Communities, 
Supplement No. 1/91, Commission, 
Brussels, 1991, 30 pages. Work 
program of the Commission as 
presented by Jacques Delors to the 
European Parliament, Janauary 
1991. Free 

D The EIB's Role in Fostering 
European Integration. EIB 
Information No. 69, European 
Investment Bank, Luxembourg, 
September 1991, 8 pages. Describes 
the role of the EIB in financing 
development. Free 

D No Special Path for 
Germany. European Affairs No. 
5/91, Elsevier, Amsterdam, 
November 1991, 79 pages. Sample 
issue. Focuses on German 
reunification and security issues in a 
changing Europe. Country report 
on Sweden. Free 

D Publications April-June 
1991. Office for Official 
Publications, 1991, 53 pages. 
Listing of sale publications issued in 
the second quarter of 1991. Free 

D The European Community 
As A Publisher. Office for Official 
Publications, Luxembourg, 1991, 
123 pages. Selected free and sale 
publications. 

D Panorama of EC Industry 
1991/92. Commission, Brussels, 
1991, 1,152 pages. A unique work 
with a comprehensive and detailed 
picture of more than 180 sectors of 
manufacturing and service 
industries within the European 
Community. It focuses on structural 

changes, the effects of new 
technologies, environmental 
regulations, new or forthcoming 
legislation, and changes in cost 
structures and forecasts. $140.00 

D Eastern Europe and the 
USSR: The Challenge of 
Freedom. Commission, Brussels, 
1991, 256 pages. Identifies key 
policy areas where a new 
partnership is being forged between 
Eastern and Western Europe and 
contains information on such major 
East-West problem areas as energy, 
environmental control, immigration, 
trade relations, agriculture and 
more. $17.95 

D Country Report: Central 
and Eastern Europe 1991. 
Statistical Office, Luxembourg, 
1991, 184 pages. Contains the latest 
data on Bulgaria, Poland, Hungary, 
Romania, the Soviet Union and 
Czechoslovakia. It provides a 
statistical panorama of economic 
and socio-demographic 
development trends, trade flows, 
industry, transport, 
communications, currency, public 
finances, credit, wages, prices, 
national accounts, health, education 
systems, and employment 
trends. $25.00 

D Directory of Community 
Legislation in Force, 17th 
Edition (Two Volume Set). 
Commission, Brussels, 1991, 937 
pages. A guide to adopted 
legislation covering: all conventions 
and agreements concluded by the 
Communities with their external 
relations; binding secondary 
legislation under the Treaties 
establishing the Communities; 
supplementary legislation, and 
certain non-binding acts. $105.00 

ORDER FORM-FREE PUBLICATIONS 
Mail to Publications Section, European Community, 2100 M Street, N.W., 
7th Fl., Washington, D.C. 20037. Please do not forget to enclose a 
self-addressed mailing label. 

Please send me the free items I have checked. 
Orders accepted for shipment to U.S. addresses only. 

N~E--------------------------------------------------

ORGANIZATION --------------------------------------------

~DR~S------------------------------------------------

CITY ----------------------STATE------- ZIP -------------

D Completing the Internal 
Market: Current Status 
Reports, December 1990-
Five Volume Set. Commission, 
Brussels, 1991, Five Volumes. This 
five volume work gives you every 
policy directive already adopted and 
the current status of all measures 
to achieve the directive. Each 
individual volume includes a brief 
primer on how the European 
Community make laws and 
recommendations. The 
comprehensive set is listed 
below. $85.00 

D A Common Market for 
Services: Current Status-31 
December 1990: Volume One. 
Commission, Brussels, 1991, 140 
pages. Gives you the status of all 
directives in banking, insurance, 
securities, transport, new 
technologies and services, capital 
movement, free movement of labor 
and the professions in the 
EC. $25.00 

D The Elimination of Frontier 
Barriers and Fiscal Controls: 
Current Status-31 December 
1990. Commission, Brussels, 
1991, 101 pages. Directives and 
current action on the control of 
goods, individual tax exemption, 
VAT exemption, and arms 
legislation binding on the individual 
citizen. This volume also covers 
value added tax and excise duties. 

$25.00 

inventions, and computer 
programs. $25.00 

D A New Community 
Standards Policy: Current 
Standards Policy. Commission, 
Brussels, 1991, 190 pages. The 
EC's new approach to 
harmonization is explained, and 
objectives are defined for 
standardization of the following: 
motor vehicles, tractors and 
agricultural machinery, food, 
pharmaceuticals, chemicals, 
construction products, and 
miscellaneous products such as 
cosmetics, household appliances, 
and lawnmowers. $25.00 

D Veterinary and Plant 
Health Controls: Current 
Status-31 December 1990. 
Commission, Brussels, 1991, 112 
pages. Complete volume on 
proposed regulations to ensure 
animal health and the health of the 
public. An overview of the problems 
in plant health controls and 
directives show how EC thinking is 
shaping up with regard to 
pesticides and additives. $25.00 

ORDER FORM-PRICE PUBLICATIONS 
Mail to UNIPUB, 4611-F Assembly Drive, Lanham, MD 20706-4391. 1-800-
274-4888 (US), 1-800-233-0504 (Canada), 1-301-459-7666. 

Please send me the price publications I have checked above. NOTE: Add 
postage and handling as follows: US, 5% or $2.50 min. Outside US, 8% or 
$4.00 min. State and local taxes: MD-5% and NY-varies. 

My check for $ is enclosed. (Orders from individuals 
MUST BE PREPAID before publications are sent.) 
Please send me the free European Community Catalog of Publica
tions. 

0 VISA 0 MasterCard Number ____ _ 

Expiration date ________ _ Signature __________________ _ 

N~E--------------------------------------------------

COMPANY-----------------------------------------------

~DRE~----------------------------------------------

CITY - --------------------- STATE ___ _ _ ZIP ___________ _ 
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in closing ... 
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Winter 
Dreams '92 

When spectators are not watching the 
Olympic events, they will be able to en
joy the activity that has made the French 
Alps famous-skiing . Only the runs 
used specifically for the events will be 
closed to the public. The rest of the 
region's many slopes will be open. 

The French Alps were the site of the 
first Winter Olympics at Chamonix in 
1924. The Games returned to the region 
in 1968 at Grenoble, and now with 
Albertville, France is the only country to 
host three Winter Olympics. The 
French Alps are perfect for the event, 
boasting 1,327 different marked runs
over 1, 7 63 miles of prime skiing set 
amidst breathtaking scenery. The region 
also offers an extensive network of lifts 
that allows one to ski from village to vil
lage across an entire Alpine valley with
out repeating a run. 

But after a long day on the slopes it is 
not unusual to find skiers enjoying the 
French Alps in another way. 



Modern trend. 

BANCO PORTUGUES 00 ATLAN TICO 
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Our special meals are remarkable not for 
what we leave out, but for what we put in. 

A passion for perfection.sM 

With some airlines, their vegetarian meal seems 
to be their regular meal without the meat. But at 
Lufthansa, our chefs put as much care into our 
vegetarian offerings as they do our regular menu. 
Which means everything they use is of the high
est quality, and is fresh, not frozen. In fact, they 
wouldn't serve a meal, whether it be vegetarian, 
low fat, low salt, Hindu, kosher or any of our 15 
other special meals, they wouldn't love them
selves. And just to make sure they stick to each 
diet, we have a nutrition specialist work with them. 
It's details like these that are the ingredients of 
our passion. One that ensures you a most de
licious flying experience, anywhere in the world. 

Lufthansa 
Lufthansa is a participant in the mileage programs of United, Delta , 
USAir and Continental. See your Travel Agent for details. 


